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INTEGRATED HUMAN ORGAN-ON-CHIP MICROPHYSIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims benefit under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) of the U.S. Provisional

Application No. 61/569,004, filed December 9, 2011, the content of which is incorporated

herein by reference in its entirety.

GOVERNMENT SUPPORT

[0002] This invention was made with government support under grant no.

5RC2DA028981-02 awarded by the National Institutes of Health, grant no. DTRA HDTRAI-

09-1-0013 awarded by the Department of Defense, and grant no. W91 1NF-12-2-0036

awarded by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). The government

has certain rights in the invention.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0003] The invention relates to an integrated microphysiological system and components

thereof. The invention also covers methods for the analysis of drug efficacy, toxicity,

pharmacokinetics, and pharmacodynamics using the integrated microphysiological system

instrumentation that consisting of multiple individual Organ Chips coupled together

microfluidically.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0004] There is a crucial need for alternatives to animal studies for development of novel

pharmaceuticals and countermeasures against biothreats for national defense, as highlighted

in a recent study by the National Academy of Sciences (1). Provided herein are different

human "Organ-on-a-Chip" systems containing living human cells cultured within

microfluidic devices that recapitulate the three-dimensional (3D) tissue-tissue interfaces,

mechanically active microenvironments, electrical stimulation, chemical conditions and

complex Organ-levelfunctions, for instance, breathing lung, beating heart, metabolic liver,

flowing kidney, peristalsing gut, reactive airway, contracting skeletal muscle, skin barrier,

blood-brain barrier, reproductive/endocrine testis and self-renewing bone marrow, as well as

instrumentation for linking these Organ Chips microfluidically for physiological and

pharmacological analysis. These integrated microphysiological systems can shorten the drug

development timeline, save animal lives, reduce failure rates, inform regulatory decision

making, and accelerate development of new therapeutics in the face of emerging infectious

diseases, as well as chemical or biological attack.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] In one aspect provided herein is architecture of support structures for

microphysiological representations of living Organs, herein referred to as Organ Chips.

Organ Chips are microfluidic devices that comprise living human cells cultured within the

microfluidic devices and mimic the three-dimensional tissue-tissue interfaces, mechanically

active microenvironments, electrical stimulation, chemical conditions and complex Organ-

levelfunctions of living Organs, such as a breathing lung, beating heart, metabolic liver,

flowing kidney, peristalsing gut, reactive airway, contracting skeletal muscle, skin barrier,

blood-brain barrier, reproductive/endocrine testis and self-renewing bone marrow.

[0006] Another aspect provided herein is an Organ Cartridge that acts as an interface to at

least one Organ Chip. The Cartridge comprises a base substrate which provides: (a) a holder

and connections for at least one Organ Chip or one port adapted for the Organ Chip disposed

thereon; and (b) at least one fluidic circuit having an inlet and an outlet, in connection with

the at least one Organ Chip or the corresponding port. In some embodiments, the Organ

Chip disposed on the Organ Cartridge is integrated into the Organ Cartridge, i.e., the Organ

Chip is part of the Organ Cartridge itself.

[0007] In some embodiments, Organ Cartridges reside in a Cartridge Dock that can be

part of an Organ Farm instrument, e.g., for further long-term culture, or an Organ

Interrogator, e.g., for long-term culture and/or analysis.

[0008] In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge comprises an on-board thermal

control. Without wishing to be bound by a theory, this allows use of the Organ Cartridge as

a stand-alone Organ Farm for long-term culturing of cells on an Organ Chip disposed on the

Organ Cartridge.

[0009] The Organ Cartridges can be interfaced to an Organ Farm or Organ Interrogator

directly or by means of a Cartridge Dock. The Cartridge Dock can mechanically support and

provide fluidic connection for at least one Organ Cartridge. A Cartridge Dock can be used to

interface one or more Organ Cartridges to an instrument, e.g. and Organ Farm or Organ

Interrogator. In some embodiments, the Cartridge Dock provides a "plug-and-play" interface,

which can allow Organ Cartridges to be attached and detached with little effort.

[0010] The Organ Cartridges can be perfused, fluidically recirculated or linked together

either independently, through the use of a Cartridge Dock, which can provide additional

fluidic routing of the Organ Chips present or disposed on the Organ Cartridge or provide an

interface to an instrument that provides such additional fluidic routing. In some embodiments,

Cartridge-docks comprises afferent, and efferent fluidic channels and controls. Cartridge-



docks can also support a common medium through two or more connected Organ Chips. In

some embodiments, an Organ Chip can be connected to the Cartridge Dock directly without

the Organ Cartridge.

[0011] Cells can be plated, cultured, and/or maintained on an Organ Chip in an

instrument or system referred to as an Organ Farm herein. An Organ Farm is a device, an

instrument or a system that supports long term culturing of cells on one or more Organ Chips,

i.e., the Organ Farm provides means for culturing and maintaining living cells within an

Organ Chip that is present in the Organ Farm. In some embodiments, the Organ Farm can

also provide for plating cells on the Organ Chip. Thus, the Organ Farm is a device, an

instrument or a system that cultures (or support viability of) a one or more Organ Chips.

[0012] Generally, the Organ Farm comprises a control system for regulation of

temperature, carbon dioxide, and/or moisture. In some embodiments, the Organ Farm

is a device that comprises: (a) an apparatus for perfusing Organ Chips in the Organ Farm with

appropriate biological media using prescribed conditions; (b) an apparatus for controlling the

temperature of (and optionally gas mixture provided to) said Organ Chips; and (c) a plurality

of interfaces for attaching and detaching said Organ Chips to the Organ Farm. The Organ

Chip can be connected to the Organ Farm either directly, by an Organ Cartridge having the

Organ Chip disposed thereon, or through a Cartridge Dock having the Organ Chip disposed

thereon (either directly or via an Organ Cartridge).

[0013] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm can further comprise a means of

monitoring state and progress of cells on the Organ Chips disposed therein. In some

embodiments, the means for monitoring of cells is a microscope or other optical means for

imaging or analyzing cell morphology.

[0014] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm can further comprise a means of actuating

mechanical or electrical function in the Organ Chips disposed therein.

[0015] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm also comprises at least one valve or port

that allows media sample to be withdrawn from at least one of the Organ Chips in the device.

[0016] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm can further provide one or more reservoirs

to hold media and waste. This can be useful for unattended operation of the Organ Farm.

[0017] In another aspect, provided herein is an Organ-Interrogator device or system. The

Organ-Interrogator can be used for assessing cell viability and function in situ on each Organ

Chip, and can contain a network of valves and ports that allow media samples to be

withdrawn from the system to allow off-Chip assays of cell products (e.g., using LC/MS,

nESI IM-MS, UPLC-IM-MS or other conventional analytical methodologies). An



Interrogator device can be used to determine biological effects (e.g., but not limited to,

toxicity, and/or immune response) of active agents one or more Organs.

[0018] Generally, the Organ Interrogator is an Organ Farm having a plurality of Organ

Chips, which are interconnected. In some embodiments, the Organ-Interrogator is a device

that comprises: (a) a plurality of Organ Chips which are interconnected; (b) an apparatus for

perfusing Organ Chips in the Organ Farm with appropriate biological media, the fluid

originating at the outlet of one or more Organ Chips (including recirculation), and/or one or

more challenge agents using prescribed conditions; (c) an apparatus for controlling the

temperature of (and optionally gas mixture provided to) said Organ Chips; (d) a plurality of

interfaces for attaching and detaching said Organ Chips to the Organ Interrogator; and (e) at

least one valve or port that allows media sample to be withdrawn from at least one of the

Organ Chips.

[0019] As in the Organ Farm, the Organ Chip can be connected to the Organ Interrogator

either directly, by an Organ Cartridge having the Organ Chip disposed thereon, or through a

Cartridge Dock having the Organ Chip disposed thereon (either directly or via an Organ

Cartridge).

[0020] In some embodiments, the Organ Interrogator comprises: (a) at least one Cartridge

Dock; (b) at least one fluidic circuit having an inlet and an outlet, in connection with the at

least one Cartridge Dock; and (c) at least one sensor or monitor adapted for monitoring at

least one environment variable when connected to an Organ Cartridge that holds an Organ

Chip.

[0021] Various devices and systems described herein can be integrated into a single

platform. Thus, provided herein is also integrated instrumentation for an Organ-on-Chip

Microphysiological Platform system. In some embodiments, the system comprises one or

more Organ Farms and one or more Organ Interrogator devices.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0022] Fig. 1 is a photograph of a typical Organ Chip.

[0023] Fig. 2 is a schematic representation of a human-on-a-Chip concept according to an

embodiment of the invention.

[0024] Fig. 3A is a schematic representation of an embodiment of the lung-on-a-Chip.

[0025] Fig. 3B is a schematic representation of an embodiment of the lung-on-a-Chip

while the Organ is inspiring.



[0026] Fig. 4 shows that a human lung-on-a-Chip can predict IL-2 chemotherapy toxicity

(vascular leakage) responses based on mimicry of the lung's dynamic mechanically active

(breathing) microenvironment.

[0027] Fig. 5 is a schematic representation of a heart-on-a-Chip. Fig. 5A is a depiction of

the heart-on-a-Chip that contains an electrophysiological (EPhys) chamber and an Muscular

Thin Films (MTFs) contractility chamber fed by a single medium stream introduced through

an underlying endothelium-lined microvascular channel (not shown). Fig. 5B shows that the

EPhys chamber allows ECG recordings on a monolayer of muscle cells in a low fluid volume

with microelectrodes embedded in the bottom of the chamber. Fig. 5C shows that a larger

chamber situated next to the EPhys chamber allows high throughput contractility optical

measurements using an MTF array.

[0028] Fig. 6 shows a contractile heart (muscle) Chip that mimics the tissue Organization

in a multiplexed array of muscular thin films (MTFs) (Figs. 6B and 6C), which can be used

to quantitate contractile stress in real-time (Fig. 6D).

[0029] Fig. 7 depicts line graphs showing MTFs mimic of whole heart tissue drug

responses. The top row shows the dose response of engineered neonatal rat ventricular

tissues in the form of muscular thin films on the heart Chip, treated with calcium (left),

caffeine (middle), and isoproterenol (right). The bottom row shows the response of adult rat

ventricular strips.

[0030] Fig. 8 depicts gut-on-a-Chip functionality. Fig. 8A represents the gut in vivo, Fig.

8B illustrates the gut-on-a-Chip, in a similar Organ Chip design to the lung-on-a-Chip. Figs.

8C and 8D depict the relaxed and elongated gut Organ Chip. Fig. 8E shows the Organ Chip

implemented in PDMS. Fig. 8F depicts the cell layer in the gut-on-a-Chip.

[0031] Fig. 9 shows the architecture of the human blood-brain barrier. The normal

architecture of the Human Blood Brain Barrier (top) is mimicked by culturing human

endothelium on one side of a porous membrane and human astrocytes on the other within a

microfluidic channel with embedded platinum electrodes within an Organ Chip (bottom).

[0032] Fig. 10 shows that Synthetic Bone Marrow (sBM) fully recapitulates natural

mouse bone marrow (mBM) and not peripheral blood (mPB) 8 weeks after implanting

DMP/BMPs subcutaneously. Similar functionality is maintained in vitro by culturing

removed sBM in a microfluidic device.

[0033] Fig. 11 is a schematic representation of a Organ Cartridge according to an

embodiment of the invention. The Organ Cartridge is shown with mechanical, electrical,

fluidic, and pneumatic control of the Organ Chip, including, for example, a separate



perfusion controller and a microclincal analyzer for each compartment of an Organ that has

two compartments separated by a membrane, e.g. the interstitial and microvascular

compartments.

[0034] Fig. 12 shows Rotary Planar Peristaltic Micropump (RPPM) and Rotary Planar

Valve (RPV) technology as described in PCT WO 2012/048261 A2, content of which is

incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. Fig. 12A shows a stand-alone peristaltic

pump whose stepping motor and microcontroller cost $190, and a pump Cartridge costing

$10. Fig. 12B shows a miniature gearhead stepping motor ($200) connected to a miniature

RPPM. Fig. 12C is a schematic representation of the channel layout for a RPV that can

select one of four channels by a 15° rotation. Fig. 12D shows a $17 DC gearhead motor.

Fig. 12E is a schematic of an array of six RPPMs or RPVs that can be mounted on or

adjacent to a single Organ Cartridge for the purpose of controlling fluid flows as required in

support of the Organ.

[0035] Fig. 13 shows another embodiment of the RPPM technology developed with

smaller motor architecture, automated pump testers, and control software. Fig. 13A shows

three pumps with different sized stepping motors. Fig. 14B shows a microcontroller module

capable of controlling four stepping motors. Fig. 14C shows the graphical user interface for

controlling four pumps. Fig. 13D shows a system capable of calibrating four pumps

simultaneously. Fig. 13E shows a pump calibrator that can not only determine the follow rate

as a function of motor speed, but also the flow rate of the pump as a function of backpressure

applied to the pump.

[0036] Fig. 14A shows a commercially available Micro-Clinical Analyzer Sensor Array

Chip for six chambers with 5 platinum electrodes for Glucose, Oxygen, Lactate, pH sensors,

and a counter electrode. Fig. 14B shows a custom-made microfluidic housing for the Micro-

Clinical Analyzer Sensor Array.

[0037] Fig. 15 shows an embodiment of the Organ Cartridge. Included in this design are

pumps, valves, and an on-Cartridge Micro-Clinical Analyzer. Fig. 15A is a schematic

representation of the system, with two syringe pumps to provide continuous perfusion of the

Organ, two pumps for drugs, a pump for cell loading as required for the Perfusion Controller,

and three pumps for calibration solutions for the MicroClinical Analyzer. Various computer-

controlled valves implement the various functions of the Organ Cartridge. Fig. 15B shows an

embodiment of the Organ Cartridge using LABSMITH® commercially available pumps,

valves, and microfluidic components mounted on a custom Organ Cartridge breadboard. Fig.

15C shows the Organ Cartridge folded to fit onto the stage of a conventional inverted



fluorescence microscope. Fig. 15D shows a closeup of the Organ Cartridge containing a

Lymph-Node Organ Chip. Fig. 15E shows a closeup of the microfabricated traps that

comprise the Lymph-Node Organ Chip. Fig. 15E shows a closeup of Jurkat cells in the

Lymph-Node Organ Chip being visualized in the setup shown in Figs. 15D and 15E.

[0038] Fig. 16 depicts additional embodiments of Organ Cartridges, showing smaller

Organ Cartridge designs with disposable Organ Chip microfluidics. Fig. 16A shows an

embodiment of the Organ Cartridge that has the microfluidic channels in a standard well-

plate footprint and the capability of having fluids pumped by a rotary peristaltic pump that is

located beneath the disposable microfluidic system. Figs. 16B and 16C are schematic

representations of an embodiment of a simple Organ Cartridge where the pump and

reservoirs required for Organ Chip perfusion are self-contained in a well-plate format device

that includes a microcontroller, battery, and wireless connection to control the pump during

long-term perfusion. Fig. 16D and 16E are schematic representations of an embodiment of a

Organ Cartridge that has three motors driving one rotary planar peristaltic micropump and

two rotary planar valves as required for the Perfusion Controller that maintains the Organ

Chip, which has totally self-contained and disposable microfluidics.

[0039] Fig. 17is a schematic representation of showing interconnection of various Organ

Chips according to an embodiment of the Organ Interrogator. As shown, the Interrogator

comprises 10 independent Organ Chips that are connected together to create a

Microphysiological System.

[0040] Fig. 18 is a schematic representation of an embodiment showing how fluid can be

routed through interconnected Organ Chips using a reconfigurable interconnect system. The

Organ Chips can, for example, be perfused using biological media or challenge agent,

connected in series or parallel with other Organ Chips, or perfused with recirculating fluid

around groups of one or more Organ Chips. Two buses are used, which to a limited extent

emulate the in vivo afferent and efferent fluidic system. Fluid can be returned from the

efferent bus to the afferent bus either through a specialized conduit (as illustrated) or through

one or more Organ Chips (for example, though a Lung-on-Chip). In some embodiment, two

or more interconnect systems are used, for example, one for the microvascular pathway and

one for the interstitial pathway of the Organ Chips. The interconnect system can be

implemented, for example, on the Organ Chip level, on the Organ Cartridge level, as part of a

Cartridge Dock, as part of an Organ Farm, and/or as part of an Organ Interrogator. Valves

can select the operating mode of the various Organ Chips.



[0041] Fig. 19 shows an embodiment of the Organ Farm. Three Organ Cartridges are

shown placed within the Organ Farm for initial establishment of a cell culture within the

Organ Chips.

[0042] Fig. 20 is a schematic representation of the Microscope Blade concept (left) and

an assembly of ten Microscope Blades (right).

[0043] Fig. 21 is a schematic representation of an embodiment of the Organ Interrogator

with a Cartridge-dock being examined by several Microscope Blades.

[0044] Fig. 22 is a schematic representation of one embodiment of an Organ Cartridge.

The Organ Cartridge comprise three layers: two-sided adhesive tape defines the fluid channel

side walls and acrylic layers form the top and bottom walls of the channel.

[0045] Fig. 23 is a schematic representation showing one embodiment of an Organ

Cartridge described herein with an Organ Chip clamped in place.

[0046] Figs. 24A-24B are photographs showing exemplary embodiments of a Cartridge

Dock described herein. Fig. 24A is an photograph showing one embodiment of Cartridge

Dock comprising at least two Cartridge bays with one Organ Cartridge engaged in the bay.

Fig. 24B is a set of photographs showing different embodiments of a Cartridge Dock.

[0047] Fig. 25 is a set of photographs showing various embodiments of an Organ

Cartridge described herein. Luer Locks were used at the fluidic ports of the Organ Cartridge.

The top row shows the bottom perspective view of the Organ Cartridges. The bottom row

shows the top perspective view of the Organ Cartridges.

[0048] Fig. 26 is a set of images showing other embodiments of an Organ Cartridge

described herein. The left image is a photograph showing that a Cartridge Dock can further

comprise low dead-volume injection nozzles (LDVin) for Cartridge-machine interface. The

top right image is a schematic representation showing an Organ Cartridge with a self-healing

septum connected at its fluidic port before engagement with the injection nozzle placed in the

Cartridge Dock. The bottom right image is a photograph showing self-healing or self-sealing

septa used in place of Luer Locks as shown in Fig. 25. Such embodiments provide plug-and-

play functionality.

[0049] Fig. 27 is a set of photographs showing different perspective views of one

embodiment of an Organ Cartridge as well as one Organ Cartridge placed in an exemplary

Cartridge Dock described herein. These embodiments comprise a microfluidic component for

fluid routing and provide a microfluidic channel that can accept a rotary peristaltic pump's

pump-head.



[0050] Figs. 28A-28B are photographs showing an exemplary embodiment of an Organ

Farm described herein and a module thereof. Fig. 28A is a photograph of one embodiment of

an Organ Farm described herein. Fig. 28B is a photograph of one embodiment of a module of

an Organ Farm described herein.

[0051] Fig. 29 is a schematic representation of a cross-sectional view of a bubble trap

according to an embodiment described herein.

[0052] Fig. 30 is a schematic representation of an embodiment of the bypass fluidic

circuit in the Organ Cartridge. While the bypass fluidic circuit is shown with reference to an

Organ Cartridge, the by-pass fluidic circuit can be implemented in the Organ Cartridge,

Cartridge Dock, Organ Farm, or Organ Interrogator. In addition, as shown, the bypass fluidic

circuit is only shown for one of the Organ Chip's two flow channels. A similar bypass fluidic

circuit can also be used for the second of the Organ Chips' flow channels.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0053] There is a crucial need for alternatives to animal studies for development of novel

pharmaceuticals and countermeasures against biothreats for national defense, as highlighted

in a recent study by the National Academy of Sciences (1). Accordingly, provided herein are

different human "Organ-on-a-Chip" systems containing living mammalian (e.g., human) cells

cultured within microfluidic devices that recapitulate the three-dimensional (3D) tissue-tissue

interfaces, mechanically active microenvironments, electrical stimulation, chemical

conditions and complex Organ-level functions, for instance, breathing lung, beating heart,

metabolic liver, flowing kidney, peristalsing gut, reactive airway, contracting skeletal muscle,

skin barrier, blood-brain barrier, reproductive/endocrine testis and self-renewing bone

marrow. These integrated microphysiological systems can shorten the drug development

timeline, save animal lives, reduce failure rates, inform regulatory decision-making, and

accelerate development of new therapeutics in the face of emerging infectious diseases, as

well as chemical or biological attack.

[0054] One advantage of the systems described herein is that they provide in-vivo like

Organ functionalities by reconstituting natural 3D interfaces between parenchmycal and

vascular tissues, providing microfluidic flows (e.g., liquid medium and air), and mimicking

the Organ's dynamic mechanical microenvironment.

Organ Chip

[0055] As used herein, the term "Organ Chip" refers to a microfluidic device which at

least one physiological function of at least one mammalian (e.g., human) Organ. While the



Organ Chips are discussed herein as mimicking a physiological function of a mammalian

organ, it is to be understood that Organ Chips can be designed that can mimic the

functionality of any living organ from humans or other organisms (e.g., animals, insects,

plants). Thus, as used herein, the term Organ Chip in not limited to just those that mimic a

mammalian organ, but includes Organ Chips which can mimic the functionality of any living

organ from any organism including mammals, non-mammals, insects, and plants. AS such,

the systems, devices, and instruments described herein can be used to model or study

mammalian as well as non-mammalian (e.g., insects, plants, etc. ) organs and physiological

systems and effect of active agents on such organs and physiological systems.

[0056] In some embodiments, an Organ Chip can be a microfluidic device which can

mimic at least one physiological function of one mammalian (e.g., human) Organ. In some

embodiments, an Organ Chip can be a microfluidic device which can mimic physiological

function of at least one (including 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 or more) mammalian (e.g., human)

Organs. In some embodiments where the Organ Chips mimic physiological functions of more

than one mammalian (e.g., human) Organs, the Organ Chips can comprise individual sub-

units, each of which can mimic physiological function of one specific mammalian (e.g.,

human) Organ.

[0057] Organ Chips are also referred to as Organ Mimic Devices in the art. Generally,

the Organ Chips comprise a substrate and at least one (e.g., one, two, three, four, six, seven,

eight, nine, ten, or more) microfluidic channels disposed therein. The number and dimension

of channels in an Organ Chip can vary depending on the design, dimension and/or function of

the Organ Chip. In some embodiments, an Organ Chip can comprise at least one (e.g., one,

two, three, four, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, or more) microfluidic channels for the purpose of

replenishing nutrients to the biological material contained within the Organ Chip. An at least

partially porous and at least partially flexible membrane is positioned along a plan within at

least one of the channels, wherein the membrane is configured to separate said channel to

form two sub-channels, wherein one side of the membrane can be seeded with vascular

endothelial cells, and the other side of the membrane can be seeded with at least one type of

Organ-specific parenchymal cells. An exemplary Organ Chip is shown in Fig. 1, and

multiple Organ Chips can be used to represent a human-on-a-Chip (Fig. 2) or a portion

thereof.

[0058] Without limitations, Organ Chips can comprise additional cell types, e.g.,

immune, stromal, neurons, lymphatic, adipose, and microbiome in gut, based on the goal of

the application as described in the U. S. Provisional No.: US 61/470,987, the content of



which is incorporated here by reference in its entirety. By way of example only, if

inflammatory response is desired to be studied in a gut or liver model, immune cells can be

incorporated into the gut or liver Chip accordingly.

[0059] In some embodiments, an Organ Chip can comprise a plurality of channels (e.g.,

at least two, at least three, at least four, at least five, at least six, at least seven, at least eight,

at least nine, at least ten or more channels). One of skill in the art will readily be able to

design and determine optimum number and/or dimension of channels required to achieve a

certain application. For example, if assessment of reproducibility and/or comparison of at

least two experimental conditions are desirable, an Organ Chip can be constructed to

comprise at least two, at least three, at least four, at least five identical channels. This can

provide for a number of read-outs per Chip, e.g., allowing assessment of reproducibility

and/or for validation and implementation of the technology. For example, each channel can

run a different condition (e.g., culturing normal (healthy) cells vs. diseased cells in different

channels, or applying different dosages of the same drug to different channels, or applying

different drugs at the same dosage to different channels). In some embodiments, an Organ

Chip can comprise at least two parallel (e.g., 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, or more) channels. In

one embodiment, an Organ Chip comprises four parallel channels, e.g., four identical parallel

channels. Without wishing to be bound by theory, this configuration can provide

quadruplicate read-outs per Chip.

[0060] The dimensions of the channels in the Organ Chips can each independently vary,

e.g., depending on the channel function (e.g., as a conduit for fluid transfer or as a chamber

for cell culture, e.g., for subsequent monitoring of cellular response), flow conditions, tissue

microenvironment to be simulated, and/or methods for detecting cellular response. Thus, the

cross-sectional dimensions of the channels can vary from about 10 µ to about 1 cm or from

about 100 µ to about 0.5 cm.

[0061] In some embodiments, the Organ Chips disposed on the Organ Cartridge can

perform the same and/or a different Organ-level function. Examples of Organ-level functions

include, but are not limited to, functions of lung, gut, kidney, liver, skin, skeletal muscle,

brain, bone marrow, spleen, and reproductive system (e.g., testis).

[0062] As an Organ Chip is designed to mimic the respective function of an Organ, the

design of each Organ Chip can be different according to its respective physiological

properties and functions. For example, the Organ Chips can differ in cell populations (e.g.,

cell types and/or initial cell seeding density), internal design, microarchitecture, dimensions,



fluidic control, mechanical and electrical control and read-outs depending on the Organ type

(e.g., Lung Chip versus Heart Chip).

[0063] Figs. 3A-3B shows diagrammatic views of a lung-on-a-Chip in accordance with

one embodiment described herein. The lung Chip can comprise a body 302 having a central

microchannel 304 therein; and an at least partially porous and at least partially flexible

membrane 306 positioned within the central microchannel 304 and along a plane. The

membrane 306 is configured to separate the central microchannel 304 to form a first central

microchannel 308 and a second central microchannel 310, wherein a first fluid is applied

through the first central microchannel 308 and a second fluid is applied through the second

central microchannel 310. There is at least one operating channel (312A, 312B) separated

from the first 308 and second 310 central microchannels by a first microchannel wall 314.

The membrane 306 is mounted to the first microchannel wall 314, and when a pressure is

applied to the operating channel (312A and/or 312B), it can cause the membrane to expand or

contract along the plane within the first 308 and the second 310 central microchannels.

[0064] In some embodiments, one side of the membrane 306 can be seeded with alveolar

epithelial cells to mimic an epithelial layer while another side of the membrane 306 can be

seeded with lung microvascular endothelial cells to mimic capillary vessels. Accordingly,

lung Chips, in some embodiments can be used to mimic an alveolar-capillary unit, which

plays a vital role in the maintenance of normal physiological function of the lung as well as in

the pathogenesis and progression of various pulmonary diseases.

[0065] In such embodiments, a gaseous fluid, e.g., air and/or aerosol, can flow through

the first central microchannel 308 in which the alveolar epithelial cells are resided, while a

liquid fluid, e.g., culture medium, buffered solution and/or blood, can flow through the

second central microchannel 310 (Microvascular channel) in which the microvascular

endothelial cells are resided.

[0066] Exemplary Organ Chips amenable to the present disclosure are described, for

example, in U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/470,987, filed April 1, 2011; No.

61/492,609, filed June 2, 2011; No. 61/447,540, filed February 28, 2011; No. 6/449,925, filed

March 7, 2011; and No. 61/569,029, filed on December 9, 2011, in U.S. Patent Application

No. 13/054,095, filed July 16, 2008, and in International Application No.

PCT/US2009/050830, filed July 16, 2009 and PCT/US20 10/021195, filed January 15, 2010,

content of all of which is incorporated herein by reference in their entirety. Muscle Organ

Chips are described, for example, in U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial No.

61/569,028, filed on December 9, 2011, U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial No.



61/697,121, filed on September 5, 2012, and PCT patent application titled "Muscle Chips and

Methods of Use Thereof," filed on December 10, 2012 and which claims priority to the US

provisional application nos. 61/569,028, filed on December 9, 2011, U.S. Provisional Patent

Application Serial No. 61/697,121, the entire contents of all of which are incorporated herein

by reference.

[0067] Without limitations, the Organ Chips can have any desired shape. In some

embodiments, the Organ Chips can be designed to have a common shape and have positioned

inlets and outlets for delivery of fluids to the Microvascular and Interstitial fluid channels

lined by human endothelium and Organ-specific parenchymal cells (e.g., alveolar epithelium,

heart muscle, hepatocytes, airway smooth muscle cells, astrocytes, fibroblasts), respectively.

[0068] One of skill in the art can design and determine optimum number and dimension

of channels required to achieve a certain application. For example, an Organ Chip can be

constructed to comprise at least two (e.g., two, four, six, eight, ten or more) identical

channels. This configuration can provide multiple read-outs per Chip, which allows

assessment of reproducibility for validation of this new technology. This can be useful for

the culture of biological material and/or assessing reproducibility. In some embodiments, an

Organ Chip can comprise four identical channels, which can provide quadruplicate readout

per Chips. The channels can be configured in a parallel, i.e., substantially parallel

configuration.

[0069] In some embodiments, outflow of a channel on an Organ Chip can be routed into

another. Without wishing to be bound by a theory, this allows mimicking the interconnection

of various Organs. For example, outflow of one Organ Chip's Interstitial Channel can be

routed into another. This allows mimicking the interconnection of various Organs. For

example, outflow from a Blood-Brain Barrier Chip can be provide the inflow for a Brain

Neurons Chip.

[0070] In some embodiments, outflow of one Organ Chip's Microvascular Channel can

be routed into a Microvascular Channel of another Organ Chip. This allows mimicking the

vascular interconnection of various Organs. For example, outflow from the Microvascular

Channel of a lung Chip in which aerosolized drug has been introduced into the air space of

the Interstitial Channel can provide the inflow for a Heart Chip to determine cardiotoxicity of

the drug after absorption across the alveolar-capillary interface in vitro.

[0071] In some embodiments, outflow of one Organ Chip's Interstitial Channel can be

routed into the Microvascular Channel of another Organ Chip or vice versa.



[0072] Accordingly, an integrated network can be developed, in accordance with various

applications, by using different combinations of Organ Chips and/or Organ Cartridges having

one or more Organ Chips disposed thereon. In some embodiments, the Organ Chip can

comprise an integrated network of different Organ mimics representatives of the circulatory

(heart muscle, vascular endothelium, bone marrow), endocrine (testis), gastrointestinal (liver,

gut), immune (bone marrow), integumentary (skin), musculoskeletal (skeletal muscle),

nervous (BBB with astrocytes, neuronal networks), reproductive (testis), respiratory (lung

alveolus, airway smooth muscle) and/or urinary (kidney) microphysiological systems.

Multiple subsets of these could also be studied independently, e.g. multiple sets of heart,

lung, and liver.

[0073] In some embodiments, the Organ Chip comprises a fluid control element.

Without limitations, any fluid control elements can be incorporated into the Organ Chips

described herein to modulate the fluid flow. For instance, a pump or a valve microchannel to

control microcirculation within the Organ Chip, between Organ Chips, or for sample

extraction for analysis.

[0074] Cells on the Organ Chips can be oxygenated using On-Organ-Chip, on-Organ-

Cartridge, on-Cartridge Dock, on-instrument (e.g. on-Organ Farm or On-Organ Interrogator),

or systemic gas exchange membranes, either through a porous material used in the

construction of any of the preceding (e.g., PDMS) or using gas exchange membranes. Excess

carbon dioxide can be removed similarly.

[0075] In some embodiments, the Organ Chip comprises a means for monitoring an

environmental variable and/or response of cells to the surrounding conditions. For example,

the Organ Chip can comprise one or more sensors for monitoring the response of cells to the

surrounding conditions.

[0076] The Organ Chips can also have control ports for application of mechanical

deformation (e.g., side chambers to apply cyclic vacuum, as in the Lung Chip described in

the PCT Application No.: PCT/US2009/050830) and electrical connections (e.g., for

electrophysiological analysis of muscle and nerve conduction).

[0077] A similar approach of producing the Lung Chips with or without aerosol delivery

capabilities as described, e.g., in the PCT Application No.: PCT/US2009/050830 and U.S.

Provisional Application Nos.: 61/483,837 and 61/541, 876, the contents of which are

incorporated herein by reference in their entirety, can be extended to produce other Organ

Chips, e.g., heart Chips and liver Chips.



[0078] In some embodiments, Organ Chips can be fabricated from any biocompatible

materials. Examples of biocompatible materials include, but are not limited to, glass, silicon,

silicones, polyurethanes, rubber, molded plastic, polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA),

polycarbonate, polytetrafluoroethylene (TEFLON™), polyvinylchloride (PVC),

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), and polysulfone. In one embodiment, Organ Chips can be

fabricated from PDMS (poly-dimethylsiloxane).

[0079] Without limitations, Organ Chips can be disposable, either in their entirety or as

subcomponents.

[0080] In some embodiments, the Organ Chip can comprise one or more integrated

pumps, valves (e.g. rotary or pneumatic), bubble traps, oxygenators, gas-exchangers (e.g., to

remove carbon dioxide), and in-line microanalytical functions. Without limitations, using

such Organ Chips can provide enhanced perfusion control and permits much finer fluidic

control and real-time metabolic sensing functions (e.g., 0 2, pH, glucose, lactate), as well as

feedback control capabilities as required to adjust the physical and chemical conditions of the

Organ Chip.

[0081] In some embodiments, the Organ Chip can comprise one or more bubble traps to

minimize the effects of any bubbles that may form in the pumps, valves, sensors, connectors,

or tubing. These bubble traps can either be self-venting, manually vented, or vented under

computer control. In some embodiments, the bubble trap can be a membrane based bubble

trap as described in U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/696,997, filed September 5, 2012,

and U.S. Provisional Application titled "Cartridge Manifold and Membrane Based-

Microfluidic Bubble Trap," filed on filed on December 10, 2012, having attorney docket no.

002806-07527 1-P2, contents of both of which are incorporated herein by reference in their

entireties.

[0082] As described in U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/696,997, filed September 5,

2012, the bubble trap works by replacing a part of a surface (e.g., the top surface) of a fluid

channel with a gas permeable membrane. While the gas permeable membrane can be made

of any material, the gas permeable membrane is generally liquid impermeable. The

membrane allows gas permeation without letting fluid through. In some embodiments the

gas permeable membrane can be hydrophobic. In some embodiments, the gas permeable

membrane is a PTFE membrane.

[0083] When an air bubble in the fluid channel comes into contact with the gas permeable

membrane, the liquid in the channel wets the membrane surface, which is in contact with the

flow channel, and fluid pressure forces the air bubble through the membrane to the other side



of the membrane, which can be an air channel. The trap requires sufficient fluid pressure to

push the bubble through the membrane. In some embodiments, this pressure can be

generated upstream of the fluid channel. For example, the pressure generated upstream of a

microfluidic channel comprising a bubble trap in an Organ Chip, Organ Cartridge, Cartridge

Dock, Organ Farm, or Organ Interrogator during cell culture perfusion can be sufficient to

force a bubble through the membrane.

[0084] An exemplary embodiment of the bubble trap is shown in Fig. 29. As shown in

Fig. 29, in one embodiment, the bubble trap (2900) comprises a flow channel (2902) wherein

a part of a surface (e.g., the top surface) of the fluid channel (2902) is a gas permeable

membrane (2904). The opposing side/surface (2906) of the gas permeable membrane can be

in contact with a second channel (2908) which can be open to air. While the exemplary

bubble trap is shown with an air channel (2908), it is to be understood that the air channel

(2908) may or may not be necessary as long as the opposing side/surface (2906) of the

membrane (2904) is in contact with air or some other gaseous material. When an air bubble

(2910) in the fluid channel (2902) comes into contact with the gas permeable membrane

(2904), the liquid in the channel wets the membrane surface (2912), which is in contact with

the flow channel (2902), and fluid pressure forces the air bubble (2910) through the

membrane (2904) to the opposing side/surface (2906) of the membrane (2904), which can be

an air channel (2908).

[0085] In some embodiments, the bubble trap can be made by layering a base material

(2914) (e.g. acrylic), with two-sided adhesive tape (2916), and a gas permeable membrane

(2904) (e.g., PTFE). The fluidic channel (2902) is cut into the adhesive layer (2916) with a

laser cutter, which is can then be used to attach the gas permeable membrane ((2904) and top

(2918) and bottom (29014) layers of the base material (e.g. acrylic).

Exemplary Organ Chips

[0086] The presence of the endothelium and its basement membrane lining the

Microvascular Channel on the opposite side of the membrane, plus the ability to perfuse

different media compositions through the Interstitial versus Microvascular Channels, is

crucial for correct microphysiological representation of different Organ Chips.

[0087] Parenchymal cells are generally the distinct cells of an Organ contained in and

supported by the connective tissue framework. The parenchymal cells typically perform a

differentiated function that is unique to the particular Organ. In some embodiments, the term



"parenchymal" can exclude cells that are common to many Organs and tissues such as

fibroblasts and endothelial cells within blood vessels.

[0088] The design of other Organ Chips can be developed based on the basic designs of

the Lung or Heart Chips as described herein. For example, without being limited, Gut Chips,

Kidney Chips, Liver Chips, Skin Chips and Testis Chips can be developed based on the basic

design of the Lung Chips, while Skeletal Muscle Chips and Airways Smooth Muscle Chips

can be developed based on the design of the Heart Chips. Depending on different Organs,

each Organ Chip can then be incorporated with respective tissue-specific human parenchymal

cell layers within the Interstitial Channel (as described earlier) exposed to their physiological

microenvironment (e.g., alveolar epithelium and skin epidermis exposed to air, gut

epithelium facing a fluid-filled lumen, etc.) on one surface of the ECM-coated porous

membrane, with human vascular endothelium on the opposite side lining the Microvascular

Channel. The vascular endothelium cells do not have to be Organ-specific. Organ-specific

differences in the mechanical microenvironment can also be mimicked by altering control

parameters, such as flow rates, fluid shear stresses, cyclic mechanical strain, ECM

composition, and compartment dimensions.

Lung Organ Chips

[0089] In the parenchyma of lung, the parenchymal cells can include the epithelial cells,

mucus cells, goblet cells, and alveolar cells. The methods, multichanneled architecture and

ability of the human Lung Chip (Figs. 3 & 4) to mimic, at least in part, the normal

physiology (e.g., normal breathing), immune responses to infection, and inflammatory

response to nanoparticulate toxins have been previously described in the art (2), and in the

PCT Application No.: PCT/US2009/050830 and U.S. Provisional Application Nos.:

61/483,837 and 61/541, 876, the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference in

their entirety.

[0090] The inventors have demonstrated that the lung Chips that mimic the lung's

dynamic mechanically active (breathing) microenvironment (e.g., using the device described

in the PCT Application No.: PCT/US2009/050830 which has side channels to allow

modulation of pressure to cause cyclic movement of the membrane on which the cells are

seeded) can also effectively predict lung toxicity responses to the chemotherapeutic cytokine

IL-2, which has a dose-limiting toxicity due to vascular leakage leading to pulmonary edema

in humans. Using the lung-on-a-Chip with fluorescent-insulin as a marker of vascular

permeability (fluid shifts), the IL-2 produces a small but significant increase in pulmonary



vascular leakage into the air channel of the lung Chip under static conditions. However, with

physiological breathing motions akin to normal breathing motions (10% cyclic strain), this

response increases by more than 3-fold (and it was accompanied by blood clot formation as

seen in humans), and the critical physiological importance of providing this correct

mechanical microenvironment was demonstrated in studies in a mouse ex vivo ventilation-

perfusion model that demonstrated a similar dependency of pulmonary edema induction by

IL2 on breathing motions (Fig. 4). Using the lung-Chips, various kinds of drugs can be tested

to determine what would be the effective treatment. In fact, the IL2-induced pulmonary

toxicity in the Lung Chip can be pharmaceutically suppressed in vitro, and this device has

been used to identify a TRPV4 inhibitor drug as a new suppressor of pulmonary edema (Huh

et al., A Human Disease Model of Drug Toxicity-Induced Pulmonary Edema in a Lung-on-a-

Chip Microdevice. Sci Transl Med. 2012 Nov 7;4(159):159ral47. doi:

10.1 126/scitranslmed.3004249. P D : 23136042 [Pub d - in process], content of which s

incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. These results provide proof-of-principle for

Organ Chips lined by human cells (e.g., Organ-specific parenchymal cells) as a means to

predict clinically relevant toxicity responses in humans, as well as to identify new disease-

preventing drug activities. Taken together with similar findings in relation to the toxicities of

nanoparticles using the same Lung Chips (2), these data indicate that some clinically

important Organ toxicities cannot be mimicked in vitro without providing the correct

mechanical microenvironment, which is lacking from most current model systems.

Lung Airway Smooth Muscle Chips

[0091] Without limitations, in some embodiments, the lung airway smooth muscle Chips

can be developed based on the design of the Heart Chip (e.g., as shown Fig. 5). In some

embodiments, the lung airway smooth muscle Chips can be connected to the lung Chip to

function as an integral Organ Chip. In some embodiments, the design of the lung airway

smooth muscle can be incorporated into the lung Chip design.

Heart Organ Chips

[0092] In cardiac muscle, the parenchymal cells can include the myocardium, also known

as cardiac muscle fibers or cardiac muscle cells, and the cells of the impulse connecting

system, such as those that constitute the sinoatrial node, atrioventricular node, and

atrioventricular bundle.



[0093] To fabricate heart Chips, in some embodiments, functional heart tissues are

fabricated first and then multiplexed in a single microfluidic device. For example, functional

heart tissues can be fabricated by culturing neonatal rat ventricular cardiomyocytes on

elastomeric polymer thin films micropatterned with ECM proteins to promote spatially

ordered, two-dimensional myogenesis and create "muscular thin films" (MTFs) as described

previously in the literature (3,4). These heart tissue constructs are electrically functional and

actively contractile, generating stresses comparable to those produced by whole papillary

muscle, and the MTFs can be used to measure effects on heart cell contractile function in

vitro during electrical and pharmacological stimulation (4). The MTFs can then be

multiplexed, e.g., in an array, within a microfluidic Chip (Figs. 5 and 6).

[0094] In another embodiment, multi-layered Heart Chips can be constructed. For

example, a multi-layered Heart Chip can contain a Microvascular Channel lined by human

endothelium adherent to a porous membrane that separates it from the MTF-lined "Interstitial

Channel," such as similar to the configuration of the lung Chip (Fig. 3). The inventors have

demonstrated that microengineered MTFs effectively mimic pharmacological responses of

adult rat papillary muscle strips (Fig. 5), which are commonly used to screen cardiac tissue

responses to drugs by the pharmaceutical industry.

[0095] In some embodiments, the heart Chips can further comprise heart-specific

parenchymal cells, e.g., cardiomyocytes, to further mimic the physiological environment

and/or function of the heart. The cardiomyocytes can be isolated from a tissue or obtained

from a commercial source, or by differentiating stems cells to cardiomyocytes, e.g., induced

pluriopotent stem cell-derived cardiomyocytes.

[0096] In particular embodiments, the heart Chips can be modified for various analyses.

For example, the Heart Chips can have at least one set of MTF-lined Interstitial Channels for

optical imaging and contractility analysis. Additionally, the heart Chips can have at least one

parallel set of larger Interstitial Channels lined by one or a plurality of electrodes (e.g.,

platinum electrodes) as an "Electrophysiological Chamber" for electrical pacing and analysis

of changes in cardiac electrical potential with a lead electrocardiogram (Fig. 5). Without

wishing to be bound by theory, in some embodiments, both the Interstitial Channels and

Electrophysiological Chambers can be fed by single medium stream introduced through an

underlying endothelium-lined microvascular channel, e.g., in a configuration similar to the

lung Chips (see, for example, Fig. 3). Exemplary heart Chips are described, for example in

U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial No. 61/569,028, filed on December 9, 2011, U.S.

Provisional Patent Application Serial No. 61/697,121, filed on September 5, 2012, and PCT



patent application titled "Muscle Chips and Methods of Use Thereof," filed on December 10,

2012 and which claims priority to the US provisional application nos. 61/569,028, filed on

December 9, 2011, U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial No. 61/697,121, the entire

contents of all of which are incorporated herein by reference.

Skeletal Muscle Organ Chips

[0097] In striated muscle, the parenchymal cells can include myoblasts, satellite cells,

myotubules, and myofibers. Without limitations, in some embodiments, the skeletal muscle

Chips can be developed based on the design of the Heart Chip or Muscle Chip as described

herein and as shown Fig. 5 .

Liver Organ Chips

[0098] In a liver Organ, the parenchymal cells include hepatocytes, Kupffer cells, and the

epithelial cells that line the biliary tract and bile ductules. The major constituent of the liver

parenchyma are polyhedral hepatocytes (also known as hepatic cells) that present at least one

side to an hepatic sinusoid and opposed sides to a bile canaliculus. Liver cells that are not

parenchymal cells include cells within the blood vessels such as the endothelial cells or

fibroblast cells.

[0099] In some embodiments, the human Liver Chip can be modified from the basic

Lung Chip multichannel design (e.g., as shown in Fig. 3). For example, commercially

available human hepatocytes (e.g., from Invitrogen) or patient-specific hepatocytes (isolated

from a tissue) can be placed on one side of the ECM (e.g., laminin, type IV collagen or

Matrigel)-coated membrane, and human microvascular endothelial cells on the other side.

Without wishing to be bound by theory, the porous membrane, basement membrane and cell-

cell junctions of the endothelium can facilitate physiologically relevant mass transport while

protecting hepatocytes from fluid shear stress and serum components in the Microvascular

Channel.

[00100] In some embodiments, the liver Chips can further comprise other parenchymal

cells, such as Kupffer cells (resident macrophages of the liver) under the endothelium in the

Liver Chip.

[00101] Without wishing to be bound by theory, oxygen gradients are essential

determinants of normal liver physiology and function, as well as key contributors to acute

and chronic hepatoxicity. Accordingly, in some embodiments, oxygen gradients found in vivo

can be incorporated in the liver Chips. By way of example only, oxygen gradients can be



generated in a liver Chip (e.g., made of a gas-permeable material, e.g., PDMS, which is

permeable to gases) by flowing oxygen at different concentrations through the two side

channels. Other microengineering methods, for example, as described in Adler M. et al. Lab

Chip 2010; 10(3): 388-389 and Chen Y-A et al., Lab Chip 2011; 11: 3626-3633, can also be

used to develop oxygen gradients within the Organ Chips.

[00102] In some embodiments, bile canalicular networks in pre-determined patterns can be

integrated into liver Chips, such that they can be coupled with microscale sampling ports in

the liver Chips. Such configuration can be used to determine intrinsic biliary clearance. This

approach can be used to facilitate analysis of interplay between drug transporters and drug

metabolizing enzymes, which is a key determinant of drug PK properties and toxicity profiles

in humans.

Gut Organ Chips

[00103] In some embodiments, the gut Chips as shown in Fig. 8 can use a porous

membrane (e.g., PDMS membrane) coated with ECM (e.g., Collagen I + Matrigel) that is

lined by human intestinal epithelial cells and cultured under flow conditions to produce a

physiological shear stress (-0.02 dyne/cm ) while simultaneously exerting cyclic mechanical

strain (10% elongation, 0.15 Hz). Human CaCo2 cells cultured under these conditions can

differentiate by changing their entire transcriptome (measured using gene microarrays) and

form 3D villus structures that match the height of the microfluidic Interstitial Channel (Fig.

8). In addition, the physiologically relevant conditions recreated in the Gut Chip can enable

one to culture living gut bacteria (e.g., human gut-derived Lactobacillus GG or a mixture of

other human gut microflora) directly on top of the living human villus gut epithelium, and

hence open the possibility to interrogate the influence of gut microbiome on drug absorption

and metabolism using the gut Chips.

[00104] In the parenchyma of the gastrointestinal tract such as the esophagus, stomach,

and intestines, the parenchymal cells can include epithelial cells, glandular cells, basal, and

goblet cells.

[00105] Other gut Chips, e.g., as described in the Provisional Application No.: US

61/447,540, can also be used in the various aspects and embodiments described herein. For

example, the gut Chips as described, for example, in Provisional Application No.: US

61/447,540 can be used in the Organ Cartridge, the Organ Farm and/or the Organ Interrogator

to facilitate nutrient exchange between the gut and other Organs.



Kidney Organ Chips

[00106] Without limitations, in some embodiments, the kidney Chips can be developed

based on the lung Chips as shown in Fig. 3 or described in the PCT Application No.:

PCT/US2009/050830. In such embodiments, the kidney Chips can use a porous membrane

(e.g., a PDMS membrane) coated with ECM (e.g., type IV collagen) that is lined by primary

human proximal tubular epithelial cells (e.g., obtained from Biopredic) and cultured under

flow conditions to produce a physiological shear stress (-0.02 dyne/cm ) . Using such kidney

Chips, the in vivo toxicity observed with cisplatin and its inhibition by cimetidine can be

recapitulated and clinically relevant endpoints, such as KIM-1, can be measured.

[00107] In the kidney, parenchymal cells can include cells of collecting tubules and the

proximal and distal tubular cells.

[00108] Other kidney Chips, e.g., as described in the Provisional Application No.: US

61/449,925, the content of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety, can also

be used in the Organ C Cartridge, the Organ Farm and/or the Organ Interrogator.

Skin Organ Chips

[00109] In the skin, the parenchymal cells can include the epithelial cells of the epidermis,

melanocytes, cells of the sweat glands, and cells of the hair root.

[00110] In some embodiments, the cells seeded in the skin Chips can be further induced to

differentiate into a stratified epithelium with basal, spinous and cornified layers, e.g., by

passing air through the "Interstitial Channel" in a similar fashion as operated in the lung

Chip, and creating an air-liquid interface.

[00111] Without limitations, in some embodiments, the skin Chips can be developed based

on the lung Chips as shown in Fig. 3 or described in the PCT Application No.:

PCT/US2009/050830. An exemplary Skin Organ Chip that recreates the functional human

skin model is previously described in ref. (9). In some embodiments, human foreskin

fibroblasts can be plated in a collagen gel on one side of the membrane, and human dermal

endothelial cells on the other side of the membrane; human keratinocytes from foreskin can

then be plated on top of the collagen gel layer.

Brain Organ Chips

[00112] Without limitations, in some embodiments, the brain Chips can be developed

based on the lung Chips as shown in Fig. 3 or described in the PCT Application No.:

PCT/US2009/050830. For example, a brain Chip can be constructed by first creating a



Blood-Brain Barrier (BBB) in which human astrocytes are cultured on one side of a porous

ECM-coated membrane and human endothelial cells on the other side of the porous

membrane. The inventors have demonstrated generation of an effective permeability barrier,

as measured by transepithelial resistance using this approach (Fig. 9).

[00113] In alternative embodiments, the brain Chips can be developed based on the design

of the Heart Chip (e.g., as shown Fig. 5). Such brain Chips can be constructed, e.g., by

placing the BBB in one set of channels and then linking the outflow of its Interstitial Channel

to a second electrophysiological chamber where human brain neuronal networks can be

cultured to measure effects on nerve cell toxicity and electrical signaling. Without limitations,

these brain Chips can be also used as a Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) model to develop new

therapies.

Testis Organ Chips

[00114] Without limitations, in some embodiments, the Testis Chip can employ the Lung

Chip design as described earlier (e.g., Fig. 3) with human Sertoli and Leydig cells being

cultured on one side of the porous ECM-coated membrane and endothelium on the other side

of the coated membrane. This Testis Chip design can maintain enhanced differentiated

testicular functions when the two parenchymal cell types are combined in this manner (10).

Bone Marrow Organ Chips

[00115] To construct a Bone Marrow Chip, fully functional bone containing a central

marrow can be formed in vivo first by implanting demineralized bone powder and BMPs 2/4

subcutaneously above a muscle layer within a polymer mold (e.g., PDMS mold and culturing

it for about 4-8 weeks in vivo. Additional details of the bone marrow Chips and methods of

making the same can be found in the U.S. Provisional Application No.: US 61/492,609, the

content of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. The bones that form in

these implanted devices can take the cylindrical shape of the flexible mold, and contain a

fully developed bone marrow with normal morphology and cellular composition

(hematopoietic stem cells, progenitor cells, various differentiated blood cell types), when

compared to normal mouse bone marrow versus peripheral blood (Fig. 10). The formed

marrow can be maintained by placing the formed implant within microfluidic channels, as

evidenced by cells isolated from this marrow after 4 days in culture being able to regenerate a

functional marrow and reconstitute whole blood formation in gamma-irradiated mice.



[00116] Alternatively, simultaneously reconstituting the mouse's injured marrow and

forming new marrow in the microfluidic implants can be carried out by irradiating immuno

compromised mice, implanting the demineralized bone powder with BMPs subcutaneously,

and then injecting human bone marrow. Once removed and maintained in microfluidic

systems, the human marrow can then be used to generate all types of blood cells, which can

circulate throughout the entire linked Organ Chip circuit, e.g., for studies on inflammation

and its relation to drug toxicity.

Additional Organ Chips

[00117] Without limitations, additional Organ Chips corresponding to other Organs, e.g.,

spleen Chips for filtration of fluid, e.g., blood, as described into the U. S. Provisional No.: US

61/470,987, the content of which is incorporated here by reference in its entirety can also be

used.

[00118] In spleen, thymus, lymph nodes and bone marrow, the parenchymal cells can

include reticular cells and blood cells (or precursors to blood cells) such as lymphocytes,

monocytes, plasma cells and macrophages.

[00119] In a pancreas, the parenchymal cells can include cells within the acini such as

zymogenic cells, centroacinar cells, and basal or basket cells and cells within the islets of

Langerhans such as alpha and beta cells.

[00120] In the prostate, the parenchyma can include epithelial cells.

[00121] In glandular tissues and Organs, the parenchymal cells can include cells that

produce hormones. In the parathyroid glands, the parenchymal cells can include the principal

cells (chief cells) and oxyphilic cells. In the thyroid gland, the parenchymal cells can include

follicular epithelial cells and parafollicular cells. In the adrenal glands, the parenchymal cells

can include the epithelial cells within the adrenal cortex and the polyhedral cells within the

adrenal medulla.

Functional Assessments of Organ Chips

[00122] The viability and function of all tissues can be assessed morphologically, e.g.,

with optical imaging. In addition, the alveolar-capillary interface function of the Lung Chip

can be measured, e.g., by quantifying permeability barrier function (e.g., using TEER and

molecular exclusion), measuring surfactant production, and demonstrating physiological

relevant responses to cytokines (e.g., ICAM1 expression in response to TNFoc). See ref. (2).



Heart muscle function can be characterized, e.g., using force-frequency curves, measuring

increases in peak contraction stress as a function of increasing field stimulation frequency,

and analyzing electrocardiogram results during the same protocol to ensure that the tissues

are functioning electrically. See ref. (4). Functionality of the Liver Chip can be assessed, e.g.,

via multiple well-established assays including albumin secretion, transporter expression and

function (efflux and uptake transporters), and CYP450 expression. Specific CYP450

enzymes can be determined by incubation with FDA-approved probe substrates (1), and

specific metabolite formation for each CYP450 isoform can be measured and validated using

LC/MS. Response of hepatocytes to prototypical CYP450 inducers (i.e., Rifampacin for

CYP3A4) can be assessed. Organ Chips that can be opened for inspection at the end of an

experiment can have their cells studied for protein expression by laser capture

microdissection or matrix-assistance laser ablation ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry.

[00123] Based on the functional assessments, one of skill in the art can adjust the

condition of the Organ Chips, e.g., by modulating the flow rate of fluid (fluid shear stress),

nutrient level, degree of oxygenation or acidification, addition of specific metabolites to

adjust intracellular signaling levels, mechanical stimulation, cell seeding density on the

membranes, cell types, ECM composition on the membrane, dimension and/or shapes of the

channels, oxygen gradient and any combinations thereof, to modulate the functional outcome

of the Organ Chips. The Perfusion Controller and MicroClinical Analyzer in Figs. 12 and 18

and the Microscope Blade in Fig. 21 and the Organ Interrogator in Fig. 22 can enable the

sensing and control required to adjust the condition of the Organ Chips.

Human Cell Sources

[00124] The cells used in the Organ Chips can be isolated from a tissue or a fluid using

any methods known in the art, or differentiated from stems cells, e.g., embryonic stem cells,

or induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC), or directly differentiated from somatic cells.

Alternatively, the cells used in the Organ Chips can be obtained from commercial sources,

e.g., Cellular Dynamics International, Axiogenesis, Gigacyte, Biopredic, InVitrogen, Lonza,

Clonetics, CDI, and Millipore, etc.).

[00125] In some embodiments, the cells used in the Organ Chips can be differentiated

from the "established" cell lines that commonly exhibit poor differentiated properties (e.g.,

A549, CaCo2, HT29, etc.). These "established" cell lines can exhibit high levels of

differentiation if presented with the relevant physical microenvironment (e.g., air-liquid



interface and cyclic strain in lung, flow and cyclic strain in gut, etc.), e.g., in some

embodiments of the Organ Chips.

Organ Cartridge

[00126] One aspect provided herein relates to Organ Cartridges. Organ Cartridges can be

used as stand-alone microphysiological system or can act as an interface between at least one

Organ Chip disposed thereon and a Cartridge Dock, an Organ Farm or an Organ-Interrogator

device. Organ Cartridges can be designed for use in either an Organ Farm instrument, e.g.,

for establishing long-term culture, or in an Organ Interrogator, e.g., for further culture and/or

analysis. In some other embodiments, the Organ Cartridges comprise a thermal controller

and can be used as Organ Farm without needing an external incubator. Some exemplary

Organ Cartridges are shown in Figs. 12-17.

[00127] Generally, an Organ Cartridge comprises a base substrate. The base substrate

provides (a) a holder and microfluidic connections for at least one Organ Chip or a port

adapted for the Organ Chip disposed thereon; and (b) at least one fluidic circuit having an

inlet and an outlet, in connection with the at least one Organ Chip or the corresponding port.

In some embodiments, the fluidic circuit can further allow fluid communication between the

Organ Chips disposed on the Organ Cartridge and/or between the Organ Cartridges (Fig. 11).

[00128] In some embodiments, the Organ Chip disposed on the Organ Cartridge is

integrated into the Organ Cartridge, i.e., the Organ Chip is part of the Organ Cartridge itself.

[00129] In some embodiments, one Organ Chip disposed on each Organ Cartridge can

function as a whole Organ, and thus a plurality of the Organ Cartridges, each representing a

different Organ, can be connected together to function as an integrated Microphysiological

System or network. In some embodiments, two or more Organ Chips that each function as a

different Organ can be disposed on the same Organ Cartridge, and thus the Organ Cartridge

by itself can function as an integrated microphysiological network.

[00130] In some embodiments, two or more (e.g., two, three four, five, six, seven, eight,

nine, ten or more) Organ Chips can be interconnected to form different aspects of the same

Organ. For example, different Organ Chips can be interconnected to form lung alveoli and

lung small airways. Without limitations, Organ Chips forming the different aspects of the

same Organ can be present on different Organ Cartridges or on the same Cartridge.

[00131] In some embodiments, the Organ Chips disposed on the Organ Cartridge can

perform the same and/or a different Organ-level function. Examples of Organ-level functions

include, but are not limited to, functions of lung, gut, kidney, liver, skin, skeletal muscle,



brain, bone marrow, spleen, and reproductive system (e.g., testis). Different parts of the same

Organ also can be represented by different Organ Chips, such as one lung Chip that models

the air sac or alveolar-capillary interface and another that mimics the small lung airway lined

epithelium and surrounded by smooth muscle and endothelium.

[00132] In one embodiment, the microfluidic connections for the Organ Chip or the port

adapted for the Organ Chip disposed on the Cartridge can be located toward the outer edge of

the Organ Cartridges. It is to be understood that use of an Organ Cartridge is not necessary

and Organ Chips can be used without the Organ Cartridge.

[00133] In some embodiments, an Organ Chip can be integrated into the Organ Cartridge

as a single integral unit. In other embodiments, the Organ Chips can be separated from the

Organ Cartridges and loaded onto the Organ Cartridges prior to use.

[00134] Organ Cartridge(s) can reside in a Cartridge Dock. The Cartridge Dock can be

thermally regulated by an Organ Farm instrument, e.g., for further long-term culture, or an

Organ-Interrogator, e.g., for further long-term culture and/or analysis. The Organ Cartridge

can also be thermally regulated by an on-board thermal control.

[00135] Without limitations, the Organ Cartridge can have a holding capacity and

connections/ports for one-or more (e.g., one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten,

eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, twenty or more) Organ Chips. Accordingly, in

some embodiments, the Organ Cartridges can comprise one or more (e.g., one, two, three,

four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen, twenty or

more) Organ Chips disposed thereon.

[00136] In accordance with the invention, the Organ Cartridge can comprise at least one

(e.g., one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen,

fifteen, twenty or more) Organ Chips. In some embodiments, the Organ Chips disposed on

the Organ Cartridge can function as a whole Organ, and thus a plurality of the Organ

Cartridges, each representing a different Organ, can be connected together to function as an

integrated Microphysiological System or network. In some other embodiments, the Organ

Cartridge can comprise a plurality of Organ Chips, wherein different Organ Chips disposed

on the Organ Cartridge can each function as a different Organ, and thus the Organ Cartridge

by itself can function as an integrated microphysiological network.

[00137] In some embodiments, different Organ Chips disposed on the Organ Cartridge can

perform the same and/or a different Organ-level function. Examples of Organ-level functions

include, but are not limited to, functions of lung, gut, kidney, liver, skin, skeletal muscle,

brain, bone marrow, spleen, and reproductive system (e.g., testis).



[00138] In some embodiments, at least a portion of the fluidic circuit can be in-Cartridge,

i.e., integrated with the base substrate of the Organ Cartridge. In other embodiments, a

portion of the fluidic circuit can be incorporated into the support device, e.g., the Organ Farm

and/or the Organ-Interrogator.

[00139] In some embodiments, one or more of the fluid control elements can be in-

Cartridge fluid control elements. In other embodiments, one or more of the fluid control

elements can be external control elements that are adaptably connected to the Organ

Cartridge.

[00140] Without limitations, Organ Chips can be arranged on the Organ Cartridge in any

configuration, depending on the designs and/or connections of the fluidic circuits, and/or the

port configuration. Without wishing to be bound by a theory, this can allow the Organ Chips

to be connected in serial configurations, parallel configurations or any combinations thereof,

and/or any recirculation configurations involving one or more Organ Chips. For example,

this can allow certain Organ Chips to be in series, e.g. intestine and liver; or right heart, lung,

and left heart. Other Organ Chips could be configured to operate in parallel, for example as

shown in Fig. 17.

[00141] In some embodiments, at least a portion of the fluidic circuit can be detachable

from the Organ Cartridge. The detachable fluidic circuit can be pre-attached to the Organ

Cartridge and be sterilized as an assembly prior to use.

[00142] Any material can be used to construct the Organ Cartridges (or a component

thereof) described herein, e.g., depending on the function of each component. By way of

example only, the base substrate of the Organ Cartridge can be constructed from any

material, e.g., a material that can provide durability, ease of sterilization, minimal risk of

contamination, and/or biocompatibility. Such material can be glass, metal, alloy, plastic,

polymer, and any combinations thereof.

[00143] In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge can be a Cartridge as described in U.S.

Provisional Application No. 61/696,997, filed September 5, 2012, content of which is

incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

[00144] In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridges are disposable, or at least one

component of the Organ Cartridges is disposable.

[00145] In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge comprises one or more of integrated

pumps, valves (e.g. rotary or pneumatic), bubble traps, oxygenators, gas-exchangers (e.g. to

remove carbon dioxide), in-line microanalytical functions, and in-line microscopy, e.g., a

mini-microscope for in situ monitoring of cells as described in Kim et al., Lab Chip. 2012



Oct 21;12(20):3976-82, content of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

Without limitations, using such a Cartridge comprising one or more of the above provides

enhanced perfusion control and permits much finer fluidic control and real-time metabolic

sensing functions (e.g., 0 2, pH, glucose, lactate), as well as feedback control capabilities as

can be needed to adjust the physical and chemical conditions of the Organ Chip disposed on

the Cartridge. In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge comprise fluidic conduits that are

adapted to support the operation of one or more pumps or valves, as would be useful, for

example, in the case of rotary peristaltic pumps and valves as described in U.S. Provisional

Application titled "Membrane-Based Fluid-Flow Control Devices," filed on December 10,

2012, having attorney docket no. 002806-076310, with pump-heads/valve-heads that can

detach from the pump or valves membrane. The content of above noted U.S. Provisional

Application is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

[00146] In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge can include automated, sterile valve

mechanisms for fluid delivery, sampling and some types of microanalysis on-Cartridge.

[00147] In some embodiments, the fluidic circuit can further comprise a fluid control

element. Examples of fluid control elements include, without limitations, pumps, pressure

transducers, valves, bubble traps, gas exchange membranes, fluid sealing element (e.g.,

elastomeric O-rings) and sensors (e.g., pH, 0 2, glucose, lactate, etc.) to ensure proper flow to

each Organ Chip. In some embodiments, at least one of the fluid control elements can be in-

Cartridge fluid control elements. In some embodiments, at least one of the fluid control

elements can be external control elements that are adaptably connected to the Organ

Cartridge.

[00148] In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge further comprises at least one sensor

or monitor adapted for monitoring or recording a parameter relating to temperature,

metabolic activity, health or culture conditions of cells on the at least one organ-chip.

[00149] In some embodiment, the sensor or monitor adapted for monitoring comprises at

least one electrochemical sensor.

[00150] In some embodiments, the organ cartridge comprises at least one valve adapted to

selectively connect the sensor or monitor adapted for monitoring with at least one fluidic

circuit, e.g., at least one fluidic circuit on the Organ Cartridge.

[00151] In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge comprises at least one valve adapted

to selectively connect the inlet of the fluidic circuit of the Organ Cartridge with the outlet of

the fluidic circuit while disconnecting the connections for the Organ Chip or the port adapted

for the Organ Chip positioned or disposed on the Organ Cartridge. This can be useful for



clearing any air bubble that can be introduced during connection/disconnection of the Organ

Cartridge (e.g., to Organ Chips, other Organ Cartridges, Cartridge Docks, Organ Farm, or

Organ Interrogator). In addition, this is also useful for sealing the Organ Cartridge when not

connected to Organ Chips, other Organ Cartridges, Cartridge Docks, Organ Farm, or Organ

Interrogator. An embodiment of this is depicted in Fig. 30.

[00152] In some embodiments, the organ cartridge comprises one of more fluid reservoirs.

Without limitations, these reservoirs can hold sensor washing or calibration fluids.

[00153] In some embodiments, the fluidic circuit can further comprise a cleaning

reservoir. For example, the cleaning reservoir can contain an antiseptic fluid, from which the

antiseptic fluid can be pumped to the rest of the fluidic circuit for sterilization purposes.

[00154] As show in Fig. 15, the fluidic architecture can be implemented using off-the-

shelf low-volume valves such as the Nanovolume or Microbore valves from VICI, LabSmith

pumps and valves, or the Rheodyne/IDEX manifold system.

[00155] In some embodiments, the fluidic circuit/architecture can be implemented using

the Cartridges and/or Cartridge Docks described herein which can contain integrated

microfluidic perfusion control, valving and in-line microanalytical functions. Without

wishing to be bound by a theory, using the Cartridges and/or Cartridge docks can reduce dead

volumes, permit finer fluidic control, and/or minimize contamination problems.

[00156] The Organ Cartridges comprise at least one fluidic circuit in connection with at

least one Organ Chip and/or the corresponding port. In some embodiments, the fluidic circuit

can comprise at least two individual flow channels that connect with at least each of the

Organ Chips. For example, one of the two individual flow channels can be adapted for an

afferent flow (e.g., simulation of arterial flow transport), while the other flow channel can be

adapted for an efferent flow (e.g., simulation of venous flow transport). In some

embodiments, a multi-way valve can be included, e.g., a 2-way valve, within the fluidic

circuit to ensure proper flow direction between the afferent flow and efferent flow channels

on the Cartridge Dock.

[00157] In some embodiments, the fluidic circuit of the Organ Cartridge can connect to the

Organ-Chip using at least one face-sealing raised surface or an O-ring.

[00158] In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge comprises at least one septum in

connection with the fluidic circuit for connecting to the fluidic circuit of an Organ Chip,

another Organ Cartridge, a Cartridge Dock, an Organ Farm, or an Organ Interrogator.

[00159] In some embodiments, fluid can be routed through interconnected Organ

Cartridges using a reconfigurable interconnects system. The Organ Chips in the Organ



Cartridges can, for example, be perfused using biological media or challenge agent. Organ

Chips in an Organ Cartridge can be connected in series or parallel with other Organ Chips in

the Organ Cartridge. In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge can be connected in series

or parallel with other Organ Cartridges, or Organ Chips perfused with recirculating fluid

around groups of one or more Organ Cartridges. Two buses are used, which to a limited

extent emulate the in vivo afferent and efferent fluidic system. Fluid can be returned from the

efferent bus to the afferent bus either through a specialized conduit or through one or more

Organ Cartridges. In some embodiment, two or more interconnect systems can be used, for

example, one for the microvascular pathway and one for the interstitial pathway of the Organ

Chips disposed on the Organ Cartridge. An exemplary routing of fluids in interconnected

Organ Chips is shown in Fig. 18.

[00160] In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge or the fluidic circuit can include at

least one multi-way inlet valve that can determine the source of a fluid flow into the inlet of

the Organ Cartridge or an inlet of an Organ Chip. In such embodiments, the multi-way inlet

valve can be a control inlet valve with at least two ways, at least three ways, at least four

ways, at least five ways or more. Examples of inlet fluid sources include, but are not limited

to, an upstream Organ Cartridge, an upstream Organ Chip, a supply inlet, the efferent flow

channel, the afferent flow channel, a recirculation fluid, and any combinations thereof. The

rotary planar valves of Fig. 12C and PCT WO 2012/048261, content of which is incorporated

herein by reference, are well suited to accomplish a variety of switching functions, e.g., as

illustrated in Fig. 18.

[00161] In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge or the fluidic circuit can include at

least one multi-way outlet valve that can direct a fluid flow from the outlet of the Organ

Cartridge or an outlet of an Organ Chip to a different outlet destination. In such

embodiments, the multi-way outlet valve can be a control outlet valve with at least two ways,

at least three ways, at least four ways, at least five ways or more. Examples of the outlet

destinations for an outlet fluid can include, without limitation, a downstream Organ

Cartridge, a downstream Organ Chip, a fluid-sampling or waste port, the afferent flow

channel, the efferent flow channel, a recirculation fluid, and any combinations thereof.

[00162] Management of supply and waste fluids allows removal of waste and

replenishment of fresh Blood Substitute and drugs using temperature-controlled containers,

which can be situated outside of the instrument enclosure, as handled by the Organ Cartridge.

[00163] In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge can provide on-Chip or in-Cartridge

perfusion control and microanalytic functions. For example, such a Organ Cartridge can



comprise a single integrated unit that holds at least one (e.g., one, two, three, four, five, six,

seven, eight, nine, ten or more) Organ Chip and contains Perfusion Controllers and micro-

clinical Analyzers ^CA) (Fig. 15), with micropumps, microrotary valves and µCA

electrodes, for example, those described in Darby S, Moore M, Wikswo JP, Reiserer R,

Friedlander T, Schaffer DK, Seale KT. A Metering Rotary Nanopump for Microfluidic

Systems, Lab on a Chip 2010, 10: 3218; Velkovsky M, Snider R, Cliffel DE, Wikswo JP.

Modeling the Measurements of Cellular Fluxes in Microbioreactor Devices Using Thin

Enzyme Electrodes, Journal of Mathematical Chemistry 2011, 49: 251; and Eklund SE,

Taylor D, Kozlov E, Prokop A, Cliffel DE. A Microphysiometer for Simultaneous

Measurement of Changes in Extracellular Glucose, Lactate, Oxygen, and Acidification Rate,

Anal. Chem. 2004, 76: 519, content of all of which is incorporated herein by reference in their

entireity. As a subassembly in the Organ Cartridge, the Perfusion Controller can integrate

into the Organ Cartridge a plurality of fluid control elements, such as the microfluidics,

valves, membrane oxygenator, gas exchangers to remove excess carbon dioxide, de-bubbler

and pumps required to support a single or a plurality of Organ Chips and deliver fluidic

samples for either in-Cartridge analysis with the µCA or external analysis by LC/MS or other

laboratory techniques.

[00164] The valves within the Perfusion Controller can also allow dynamic control of

Cartridge-to-Cartridge connections, and allow sterile changes of Cartridge subassemblies.

Additionally, Cartridge Docks can support further fluidic routing. By way of example only,

the µCA can have at least four components: a disposable, screen-printed electrochemical

sensor array that can be in contact with the circulating solutions that perfuse the Organ Chips;

a disposable µCA Chip (which provides the microfluidic connections to the sensor array and

supports microfluidic valves and a pump); an in-Cartridge µCA valve and pump drive

assembly into which the disposable µCA Chip is mounted; and the external µCA Sensor

Electronics, which can provide multiplexed sensing of all µCAs in the Organ Interrogator

instrument.

[00165] As the Perfusion Controller and µCA can both contain customized support

microfluidics, pumps, electronics, valving (Figs. 12 and 13), and instrumentation, they can

be configured as appropriate to each individual Organ type. Without wishing to be bound a

theory, the integration of the Organ Chips, PC, and µCA into a single plug-and-play unit can

offer multiple improved functions including: on-Cartridge sensing of metabolic activity

(glucose, lactate, pH, 0 2 consumption); reduced dead volume from connectors and long

lengths of tubing to minimize system response time and perfusion volume and hence increase



the sensitivity of the system to limited quantities of metabolites and signaling molecules

released or consumed by cells in the Organ Chips; greater ease in sterilization and

maintenance of sterility; local control of oxygenation, a finer level of perfusion and metabolic

sensing, and the ability to provide feedback control based on the parameters measured in real

time. These functionalities can be important for integration of multiple Organs into a

functioning system with long-term stability.

[00166] In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridges can be single-use and packaged in a

sealed pouch and sterilized. In some further embodiments of this, the single-use Organ

Cartridges can be loaded with a least one Organ Chip. Seeding of cell types onto an Organ

Chip can be done under sterile conditions within the Organ Cartridge, e.g., when it is plugged

into the Cartridge Dock or connected to the Organ Farm. Introduction and extraction of

liquids (drug, blood substitute, etc.) during cell culture and testing can be accomplished by

needle perforation of a sterile port covered with an elastomeric septum.

[00167] Electronic sensing of supply and waste liquids can also be incorporated to inform

the operator of run-time capability as well as the need to resupply consumables or remove

waste. In Fig. 11, these functions are provided by various system control modules.

[00168] In some embodiments, the base substrate can further comprise an electrical

connection between the Organ Chips and/or between the Organ Cartridges. (Fig.ll)

[00169] In some embodiments, the base substrate can further comprise a pneumatic

connection between the Organ Chips and/or between the Organ Cartridges. (Fig.ll)

[00170] In some embodiments, the base substrate can further comprise a mechanical

connection between the Organ Chips and/or between the Organ Cartridges. (Fig.ll)

[00171] In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridges can further comprise at least one

microenvironment control unit, e.g., designed to provide an appropriate physiological

environment to each Organ Chip. Examples of the microenvironment control units can be

designed to control fluid flow (e.g., nutrient, waste, test agent, and/or air, e.g., C0 2),

temperature, humidity, fluid shear stress, mechanical stimulation, electrical stimulation, and

any combinations thereof. In some embodiments, Organ Cartridges can comprise at least one

electrical component, e.g., a thermistor.

[00172] In some embodiments, a sensing module or technology can be incorporated on an

Organ Chip or Cartridge. Front end signal processing including pre- amplification and A/D

conversion on-Chip or on-Cartridge can be used to ensure reliable transfer of low-level

signals to either the on-board microcontroller or a Master Control Computer.



[00173] In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge can further comprise a microclinical

analyzer (Figs. 14 and 15). The micro-clinical analyzer can be in-Cartridge or externally

connected to the Organ Cartridge. By way of example only, the micro-clinical analyzer can

include an array of sensors (e.g., pH, 0 2, glucose, lactate, etc.) in contact with a fluid

circulating within at least one Organ Chip, one or more pumps and valves, and a fluidic

circuit that provides connections to the sensor array and the pumps and/or valves.

[00174] In some embodiments, the micro-clinical analyzer can be further connected to an

external analytic instrument to perform different kinds of analysis.

[00175] In some embodiments, the ports of the fluidic circuit can be covered with an

elastomeric septum, e.g., for perforation by a needle when in use to minimize bacterial

contamination or water evaporation, as a means to introduce or remove fluid from the circuit.

[00176] In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge can be at least partially enclosed with

a moisture- and/or bacteria-impermeable layer to prevent evaporation of water from the

Organ Chips and/or contamination of the Organ Chips by bacteria. For example, the

moisture- and/or bacteria-impermeable layer can be a BREATHE-EASY™ sealing

membrane. BREATHE-EASY™ Sealing Membrane, a disposable, adhesive-backed

membrane that is permeable to 0 2, C0 2 and water vapor, can be used to eliminate cross-

contamination or microbial infiltration from any ports that need to remain open to air when

devices or subassemblies (e.g., Organ Cartridges or Organ Chips) may need to be handled

outside of a sterile, laminar flow hood.

[00177] In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge comprises an in-line apparatus or

module for imaging. For example, a mini-microscope for in situ monitoring of cells as

described in Kim et al., Lab Chip. 2012 Oct 21;12(20):3976-82, content of which is

incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge

can support an external apparatus for imaging. This can include one or more microscopes or

other imaging modality adapted to image at least one Organ-Chip. Without limitations, each

such microscope can support one or more microscopy modalities, including, for example,

brightfield, darkfield, phase-contrast or epifluorescence imaging. In some embodiments, one

or more of the microscopes is a Microscope Blade (defined below).

[00178] In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridges can be plug-and-play. The term

"plug-and-play" as used herein generally refers to the ability of the Organ Cartridges to be

plugged into a device or a system (e.g., a Cartridge Dock within an Organ Farm or an Organ-

Interrogator, or directly to an Organ Farm or Interrogator), and be readily available for use.

In some embodiments, the term "plug-and-play" can also encompass the ability of a computer



operating system, e.g., a computer-controlled Cartridge Dock within an Organ Farm or

Organ-Interrogator to detect the connection of a new Organ Cartridge or Organ Chip and

automatically install the necessary drivers for the operating system to interact with that Organ

Cartridge or the Organ Chip disposed thereon.

[00179] In some embodiments, the dimensions of the Organ Cartridge can be adjusted for

connection and/or use with a Cartridge Dock and/or Organ Farm and/or Organ Interrogator.

[00180] In some embodiments where the Organ Cartridge is used with an Organ Farm or

an Organ Interrogator, the Organ Cartridge can comprise at least two components - the

Cartridge Microfluidics and the Cartridge Drivers (Fig. 16). The mechanical design of the

Cartridge Drivers is consistent with the designs and specifications of the Farm, Interrogator,

Cartridge Dock, Organ Cartridges, and Organ Chips. A particular mechanical design of the

Cartridge Drivers can depend on the 3D structure of the instruments and where the Drivers

can be physically placed. In some embodiments, the Cartridge Microfluidics are consistent

with the Farm and Interrogator fluidic buses, the needs for both parallel perfusion and

recirculation of multiple Organs, the serial connection of two Organs, e.g., gut/liver or blood-

brain-barrier/brain, and requirements for local recirculation during Organ Chip loading, cell

seeding, maintenance, and replacement. Without limitations, the Organ Cartridges can be

designed to support one or more of the following functionalities:

a . The ability to fluidically connect one Organ Cartridge to other such Organ

Cartridges, either independently or through the use of a Cartridge-dock which

contains similar or different types of Organ structures, for the purpose of

simulating and investigating multi-Organ biochemical interactions and

responses to drugs, pathogens, and other environmental parameters of

physiological relevance.

b. The ability to monitor and record, via on-Cartridge sensors, certain parameters

relating to temperature or metabolic activity that may influence, or be

diagnostic of, Organ construct health.

c . The ability to support optical interrogation of Organ structures via external

instrumentation, stand-alone microscopes, or other imaging devices.

d . The ability to provide stand-alone support for Organ fluid flow under

circumstances when the Organ Cartridge is not contained within the Organ

incubator 3), for example when the Organ Cartridge is temporarily placed on a

stand-alone microscope or being transported between two locations.



e . The ability to provide regulated thermal control of the Organ construct via on

board heaters when the Organ Cartridge in not contained within the Organ

incubator 3), for example when the Organ Cartridge is temporarily placed on a

stand-alone microscope.

f . The ability to provide on-board microprocessor controlled variable flow rates

of support and/or interrogation fluids to the Organ structure.

g . The ability to provide measured quantities of specific drugs, chemicals, or

biological challenge agents to an Organ structure, via on-board microprocessor

control of on-board valves and pumps.

h . The ability to perform pre-programmed experiment protocols which affect

fluid flow, temperature, or the delivery of measured quantities of specific

drugs, chemicals or biological challenge agents to the on-board Organ

structure.

i . The ability to wirelessly communicate with any microprocessor contained on

the Organ Cartridge for the purpose of

i . directing real-time control of pumps and valves

ii. downloading of specific experimental protocols to be implemented at a

later time

iii. directing real-time interrogation of onboard sensors, such as

temperature, electrical conductance, or electrochemical devices

iv. uploading of log files that detail previously implemented protocols or

measurements associated with the on-board Organ construct.

j . The ability to interface the Organ Cartridge with other instrumentation

systems which are capable of providing additional diagnostic, measurement,

or control functionality beyond the self-contained features of the Organ

Cartridge.

k . The ability to operate as a self-contained closed loop system which has on

board reservoirs containing required nutrients, pumps which can supply

intermittent or continuous perfusion of Organ constructs, and on-board sterile

vented waste reservoirs to contain Organ effluent for extended incubation

periods.

1. The ability to trap and dissipate fluid channel air bubbles via use of on-Chip

microfluidic bubble traps so that air bubbles of or other gases do not flow

downstream and damage Organ construct cells.



m. The ability to incorporate gas exchange membrane structures into the

microfluidic to provide the Organ constructs with appropriate cellular

environment.

[00181] Fig.ll shows a schematic representation of an Organ Cartridge (1100) according

to an embodiment described herein. As shown, the Cartridges (1100), comprises an Organ

Chip (1102) in connection with a module for mechanical control (1104), and two Perfusion

Control modules (1106) and two microclinical analyzer (uClinAnalyzer) modules (1108), one

for each flow channel of the Organ Chip (1102). Each Perfusion Control module is

connected to one channel of the Organ Chip and one uClinAnalyzer module. Also shown are

a system control module (1110) in connection with the Cartridge (1100) for controlling the

various functions and parameters on the Organ Cartridge, a microscope module (1112),

which can be connected to the Cartridge (1100) for monitoring and/or analysis of cells on the

Organ Chip (1102); a sample collecting module (1114) in connection with one flow channel

of the the Organ Chip (1102) and one uClinAnalyzer module (1108); and support systems

(1116) comprising modules for flowing fluids (1118) and gases (1120) or recovering waste

(1122) from the Organ Chip (1102). In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge can

comprise an optional environmental control module (1124) to control the environment, e.g.,

temperature, of the Organ Chip (1102).

Some Specific embodiments of Organ Cartridges

[00182] In order for proper function of Organ Chips, they generally require external fluidic

interconnections, e.g., with syringe pumps, bubble traps, fluid reservoirs, and valves, which

typically require an entire incubator shelf. For example, a minimum of six tubes attached to

blunt needles can be required to connect the Organ Chip to these external fluidic

infrastructures, which makes handling and removing the device difficult. Additionally, each

needle insertion in the Organ Chip can be a point of possible leakage when there is strain on

the tube, or a point of failure if the needle becomes clogged when pushed too far into the

device.

[00183] In order to overcome these challenges, provided herein are Organ Cartridges that

interface between Organ Chip(s) and the external fluidic infrastructures in a reliable manner.

In some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge is a module that holds one or more Organ Chips

and thus allows the Organ Chip(s) to be transferred between instruments using a simple-to-

use interface, e.g., to minimize external disturbance to the Organ Chips during the transfer. In

some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge can comprise at least one or more fluid-flow control



devices, e.g., micropumps, and/or at least one or more analytical systems, e.g., microclinical

analyzers, integrated on-board to the Organ Cartridge.

[00184] In one embodiment, the Organ Cartridge comprises or integrates at least one (e.g.,

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, or more) Organ Chips , at least one (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, or more) bubble

trap described herein or as incorporated by reference (e.g., a PTFE bubble trap), and at least

one (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, or more) micropump tubing and septa (e.g., self-healing or self-

sealing septa) or functional equivalents thereof (including e.g., quick release Luer Lock fluid

input/outputs) in one assembly, where they are all fluidically connected to one another. In

some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge can be fluidically connected to an external pumping

device (e.g., a peristaltic pump such as a 16-channel peristaltic pump) that is capable of

perfusing one or more Organ Chips at once. In some embodiments, the Organ Chips can be

configured to be detachable from the Organ Cartridge and work as standalone modules. In

some embodiments, the Organ Chips can be built into the Organ Cartridge.

[00185] Referring to Fig. 23, in one embodiment, an Organ Cartridge 2300 can comprise a

base substrate 2302 comprising at least one or more fluidic channels 2306 disposed therein

and an Organ-Chip carrier substrate 2304 configured to hold at least one or more Organ

Chips in place. In one embodiment, the base substrate 2302 can comprise a top substrate

2308 and a bottom substrate 2310 enclosing at least one or more fluidic channels 2306.

[00186] The base substrate 2302 of the Organ Cartridge 2300 can be built by any methods

known in the art. For example, in one embodiment, as shown in Fig. 22, the base substrate

2202 (2302) can be built by laser cutting plastic or polymer (e.g., thermosetting plastic or

thermoplastic such as acrylic) to form the physical structure or architecture of an Organ

Cartridge 2200 (2300), and using double-sided adhesive transfer tape 2213 (e.g., 3M double-

sided adhesive transfer tape) to create one or more fluidic channels 2206 (2306). The fluidic

channels 2206 (2306) can be cut into the transfer tape 2213, which can be also used to attach

top 2208 (2308) and bottom 2210 (2310) substrates (e.g., fabricated from a thermoplastic

such as acrylic) together to form a base substrate 2202 (2302) of the Organ Cartridge. The

transfer tape 2213 can form the side walls of the fluid channel(s) 2206 (2306) while the top

2208 (2308) and bottom 2210 (2310) substrates (e.g., fabricated from a thermoplastic such as

acrylic pieces) can form the top and bottom walls of the fluid channel(s) 2206 (2306).

[00187] Depending on the thickness of the transfer tape, the height of the fluid channels

2206 (2306) can vary, e.g., ranging from about 50 µ to about 200 µ . In some

embodiments, the height of the fluid channels can be increased, e.g., to reduce pressure



requirements of a pump. In one embodiment, the height of the fluid channels 2206 (2306) can

be about 150 µ .

[00188] Either one or both of the top 2208 (2308) and bottom 2210 (2310) substrates

comprise at least one or more (e.g., at least two, at least three, at least four, least five or more)

fluidic ports (e.g., 2312, 2314 as shown in Fig. 23). The fluidic ports 2312, 2314 can be

adapted to provide one or more fluidic connections. For example, a fluid connector such as

Luer-type connectors (e.g., quick-connect/disconnect Luer Locks 2502 as shown in Fig. 25)

or septum-type connectors (e.g., (e.g., self-healing or self-sealing septa 2602 as shown in Fig.

26) can be connected to appropriate fluidic ports, e.g., 2312, e.g., for external fluidic

connections, e.g., connection to the tubing from a pumping device (e.g., a peristaltic pump),

or to drip into waste containers. When the Organ Cartridge is transferred from one place to

another place, e.g., removed from one Cartridge Dock or from an incubator, to another

Cartridge Dock or to another system such as analytical system, e.g., for imaging, the tubing

connected to the Organ Cartridge can be easily disconnected and fluidically and/or sterilely

sealed at the corresponding fluidic ports (e.g., 2312, 2314) with a Luer or septum cap.

[00189] In some embodiments, the base substrate 2302 of the Organ Cartridge can

comprise at least one bubble trap described herein or as incorporated by reference (e.g., 2316)

fluidically connected into an Organ Chip 2318, as shown in Fig. 23. In some embodiments, a

bubble trap 2302 can be integrated into the base substrate 2202 (2302), for example, by

placing a gas permeable membrane 2717 (as shown in Fig. 27) between the top substrate

2208 (2308) and the adhesive layer 2213. The input connectors e.g., Luer Locks and/or septa

can connect to fluidic channels in the Organ Cartridge that can lead through a bubble trap

2302 and into the Organ Chip input channels and inlets 2320. The output or outlets 2322 of

the Organ Chip 2318 can feed into a separate fluid channel, e.g., 2306, in the Organ Cartridge

that routes the fluid into one or more outlets 2312, 2314, e.g., adapted to connected to output

connectors, e.g., Luer Locks and/or septa.

[00190] Depending on the design of an Organ Cartridge, the Organ Chip(s) can be placed

and/or secured in the Organ Cartridge accordingly, provided that the placement of the Organ

Chips permits fluidic connection to intended components for proper function and/or

monitoring cells cultured in the Organ Chips. For example, as shown in Fig. 23, in one

embodiment, the Organ Chip 2318 can be fixed to an Organ Cartridge 2300 by attaching to

the base substrate 2302 another layer of substrate as an Organ-Chip carrier substrate 2304

(e.g., fabricated from a thermoplastic such as acrylic) that is configured to secure and/or



clamp the Organ Chip in place. The Organ-Chip carrier substrate 2304 can be attached to the

bottom surface of the base substrate 2302 by any means, e.g., using screws or clamps 2324,

to mechanically connect the two layers together with one or more Organ Chips placed in-

between.

[00191] While Fig. 23 illustrate one Organ Chip 2318 placed in the Organ-Chip carrier

substrate 2304, the Organ-Chip carrier substrate 2304 can be adapted to provide a capacity to

hold at least one or more Organ Chips 2318 (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or more Organ Chips), e.g., by

increasing the dimensions of the Organ Cartridge.

[00192] In some embodiments, the mating surface of the Organ Cartridge can have

elevated ridges around the fluidic ports that connect to the Organ Chip. This can concentrate

the pressure near the fluidic connection, and reduce any chance of leakage. These pressure

concentrators can be made, e.g., by selectively laser rastering the Organ Cartridge's mating

surface everywhere except for the elevated ridge region.

[00193] In some embodiments, the Organ-Chip carrier substrate 2304 can comprise a

window 2326A that is cut out around the area where the Organ Chip 2318 is intended to be

imaged. This can, e.g., prevent an increase in or reduce the amount of material any optics has

to image through.

[00194] In some embodiments, the base substrate 2302 (top 2308 and bottom 2310

substrates) of the Organ Cartridge can comprise a window 2326B that is cut out above the

functional area of the Organ Chip 2318, e.g., to allow oxygen to oxygen diffusion through the

Organ Chip to the cell layer. Additionally or alternatively, the window 2326B in the base

substrate 2302 can be placed in aligned with the placement of the window 2326A that is cut

out in the Organ-Chip carrier substrate 2304 for visualization and/or imaging of the area of

the Organ Chip where is intended to be imaged.

[00195] The dimensions and/or design of the window 2326A, 2326B in the base substrate

2302 and Organ-Chip carrier substrate 2304 of the Organ Cartridge 2300 can vary in

accordance with needs, e.g., imaging size and/or cell culture region of the Organ Chips.

While Fig. 23 illustrates a rectangular-like window 2326A, 2326B cut in the Organ Cartridge,

other shapes and/or arrangement of window can also be used in the design of the Organ

Cartridge. For example, the window can be in a shape of a square, circle, oval, diamond,

polygon, and/or any irregular shape. In some embodiments, the window can be an array of

smaller windows, e.g., with a size that permits imaging of a smaller population of cells, e.g., a

few cells. In such embodiments, same population of cells or individual cells can be imaged

over time through the same smaller windows.



Cartridge-dock

[00196] While an Organ Cartridge can be connected directly with an Organ Farm and/or

Organ-Interrogator directly, a Cartridge Dock can also be used to connect the Organ

Cartridge with an Organ Farm and/or Organ-Interrogator. Generally, the Cartridge Dock is a

component of the Organ Farm or the Organ Interrogator. The Cartridge Dock can provide

fluid, gas and/or electrical connections between the Organ Cartridge and Organ Farm and/or

Organ-Interrogator. In addition, the Cartridge Dock can also provide fluid, gas and/or

electrical connections between the Organ Cartridge and the control and analytical

instrumentation as shown in Figs. 17-19. Thus, the Cartridge Dock can provide fluid, gas

and electrical connections between the Cartridges holding the Organ Chips and the control

and analytical instrumentation (Fig. 18).

[00197] Alternatively, the Organ Dock can be just a stand for holding the various

components, e.g., Organ Cartridges, reservoirs, etc. In such embodiments, the Organ Farm or

the Organ Interrogator can provide fluid, gas and electrical connections between the

Cartridges holding the Organ Chips and the control and analytical instrumentation.

[00198] Without limitations, a Cartridge Dock can be designed to hold any number of

Organ Cartridges. For example, a Cartridge Dock can be configured to hold one or more

(e.g., one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten or more) Organ Cartridges.

[00199] Generally, the Cartridge Dock comprises one or more fluidic circuits. The fluidic

circuit can be connected to the Cartridge Dock for flowing nutrients, media etc. through the

Cartridge Dock or a Cartridge attached to the Cartridge Dock. Without wishing to be bound

by a theory, fluidic control of individual Organ Chips within the Cartridge Dock permits use

of Organ-specific culture medium to ensure optimal pre-conditioning of the Organ Chips

before they are transferred to the Interrogator, where a common medium or Blood Substitute

can be utilized. In some embodiments, the Cartridge Dock further comprises a control

system for microfluidic handling.

[00200] In some embodiments, to ensure sterility, the interface of the Cartridge Dock can

be designed with attention to materials of construction and sealing elements, such as

elastomeric SEPTA, O-rings, surface finishes, and machine function.

[00201] The Cartridge Dock can connect microfluidically, mechanically and/or electrically

to common ports on the Cartridge. A Cartridge Dock within an Organ Farm is also referred

to as a "Farm module" herein. A Cartridge Dock can be manufactured to connect with any

required number of Organ-specific Cartridges. Accordingly, one or more Organ-specific

Cartridges can be connected in each Farm culture module. In some embodiments, one or



more (e.g., one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen,

fourteen, fifteen or more) Organ-specific Cartridges can be connected in each Farm culture

module. In one embodiment ten or more Organ-specific Cartridges can be connected in each

Farm culture module (Fig. 19). As described herein, each Farm culture module comprises

the fluidic circuits and fits the size constraints of standard incubator shelf dimensions;

thereby allowing convenient handling of the Cartridges.

[00202] In some embodiments, the Cartridge Dock can further comprise a temperature

control unit, e.g., as shown in Fig. 11. For example, a temperature control unit can comprise

at least thermistor, which can be used to monitor temperature at one or more locations.

Additionally, the temperature control unit can comprise a heating element that can be used,

e.g., alone or in combination with the thermistors, to maintain temperature of the Organ

Chips at 37±0.5°C or at any other desired temperature.

[00203] In some embodiments, the Cartridge Dock can comprise at least one pump and/or

pressure sensor for each Organ Chip to modulate an optimum flow specific for the Organ

Chip. In some embodiments, systemic venous return pumps with pressure sensors can be

used to maintain the desired arterial-venous pressure difference for varying Organ loads.

Management of supply and waste fluids can allow removal of waste and replenishment of

fresh Blood Substitute and drugs using temperature-controlled containers situated outside of

the instrument enclosure. Electronic sensing of supply and waste liquids can also be

incorporated to inform the operator of run-time capability as well as the need to resupply

consumables or remove waste. It is to be understood that when the Cartridge Dock is acting

as just a holder of components, the pump and/or pressure sensor for each Organ Chip to

modulate an optimum flow specific for the Organ Chip can be provided by the Organ Farm or

the Organ Interrogator.

[00204] In some embodiments, the cells can be monitored by using electrochemical

sensors to measure the metabolic activity of the cells through changes in pH and the

concentration of glucose, lactate, oxygen and other substances as the perfusing media passes

over the cells in the Organ Chip.

[00205] In some embodiments, the Cartridge Dock can control pressure regulation to

balance mismatches between different Organ Chips based on variations in size or design

using in-line pumps and rotary or pneumatic valves before or after each Organ, e.g., Organ

Chip. Systemic venous return pumps with pressure sensors can maintain the desired arterial-

venous pressure difference for varying Organ loads.



[00206] Generally, a Cartridge Dock can be configured to allow multiple modes of

operation: 1) incubation and pretreatment, allowing one or multiple Organ Chips to be

perfused independently with fresh media, blood, Blood Substitute or drug; 2) recirculation

through individual Organs (e.g., for pre-activation of Liver enzymes); 3) recirculation of

media, blood, or Blood Substitute through two or more, e.g., up to ten, Organs in parallel, to

mimic the Organ-Organ physiological coupling in animal or clinical studies; and 4) daisy

chaining (connection in series) of one or more Organ Chips to allow the outflow of one

Organ Chip to feed directly into another (e.g., Gut-Liver axis interactions) (Fig. 18). A

similar level of control and sampling for liquids (and air) flowing through the Interstitial

Channels can also be provided in the Interrogator device.

[00207] In some embodiments, the Cartridge Dock comprise can comprise one or more

separate fluidic bus systems. Fluidic bus system is described in detailed herein below. In

some embodiments, the Cartridge Dock can comprise at least two separate fluidic bus

systems, for example, corresponding to the Arterial and Venous systems that can connect to

either the Microvascular or Interstitial Channels in each Organ Chip (Figs. 17 & 18). The

Arterial system can be involved in the transport of nutrients, fluid medium and/or test agents

such as drugs to at least one Organ Chip. The Venous system can be involved in the transport

of waste, cell products and metabolites away from at least one Organ Chip.

[00208] In some embodiments, fluid can be routed through interconnected Cartridge

Docks using a reconfigurable interconnects system. The Organ Chips in the Cartridge Docks

can, for example, be perfused using biological media or challenge agent. Organ Chips in a

Cartridge Dock can be connected in series or parallel with other Organ Chips in the Cartridge

Dock. In some embodiments, the Cartridge Dock can be connected in series or parallel with

other Cartridge Docks, or Organ Chips perfused with recirculating fluid around groups of one

or more Cartridge Docks. Two buses are used, which to a limited extent emulate the in vivo

afferent and efferent fluidic system. Fluid can be returned from the efferent bus to the

afferent bus either through a specialized conduit or through one or more Cartridge Docks. In

some embodiment, two or more interconnect systems can be used, for example, one for the

microvascular pathway and one for the interstitial pathway of the Organ Chips disposed on

the Cartridge Dock.

[00209] In some embodiments, the fluidics system utilizes peristaltic pumps or vibrating

diaphragm or other pumps fitted with pressure transducers to deliver liquids to the Cartridge

Dock. The Cartridge Dock, in turn, can feature two parallel fluidic bus systems,

corresponding to the Arterial and Venous systems that connect to either the Microvascular or



Interstitial Channels in each Organ Chip (Figs. 17 & 18). The two bus systems (for each

Channel) can deliver liquids, gases and aerosols to the Cartridges for perfusion and

recirculation in single or multiple Organs. Additional connections between Cartridges in a

Cartridge-dock can allow for recirculation within one Cartridge or between Cartridges.

[00210] In some embodiments, the Cartridge Dock provides for initial loading of cells into

pre-sterilized Organ Chips held within individual Cartridges.

[00211] In some embodiments, the cyclic vacuum in the control channels can be

modulated by pressure regulators in conjunction with electronically operated flow valves.

The pressure in various channels can be monitored by electronic or microfabricated optical

pressure transducers. In some embodiments the system is controlled by a dedicated modular

microprocessor instrumentation control module within the electronic system architecture, in

conjunction with a vacuum pump.

[00212] In some embodiments, one or more sensing modules or technologies can be

incorporated in the Cartridge Dock (i.e., external to the Cartridge and Organ Chip).

[00213] In some embodiments, the Cartridge Dock can further comprise at least one sensor

for control of environmental conditions (e.g., temperature, humidity, pH, nutrient, waste,

and/or shear stress), appropriate delivery of fluids and/or control of vacuum. Sensors for

detection of different environmental conditions, fluid flow and pressure are known to a

skilled artisan.

[00214] In some embodiments, the Cartridge Dock can include one or more microscopes

or other imaging modality adapted to image at least one Organ Chip. Each such microscope

can support one or more microscopy modalities, including, for example, brightfield,

darkfield, phase-contrast or epifluorescence imaging. In some embodiments, one or more of

the microscopes is a Microscope Blade (defined below).

[00215] Depending on various target applications, e.g., for use as a disease model or for

pharmacokinetics study of a drug, different combinations of Organ Chips can be selected

within the Cartridge Dock. For example, in one embodiment, Lung Chips, Heart Chips and

Liver Chips can be selected to be disposed on the Organ Cartridges because, without wishing

to be bound by theory, they provide functionalities that are most critical for determination of

clinically relevant pharmacokinetics (PK)/pharmacodynamics(PD) as well as efficacy and

cardiotoxicity (which is the cause of more than 30% of all drug failures).

[00216] Without limitations, the Cartridges Dock can be designed to support one or more

of the following functionalities:

a . Inter-Organ connectivity and flow control.



b. Systemic delivery of drugs, chemicals, or biological challenge agents to

interconnected Organ modules.

c . Direct monitoring of atrial or venous fluid flows.

d . Removal of waste from Organ Chips.

e . Recirculating fluid within the Cartridge Dock, between two or more Organ

Cartridges.

f . On demand sampling of fluids from individual Organ modules for external

instruments, such as a mass-spectrometer or chromatography system.

g . Detailed time course monitoring of Organ effluent characteristics.

h . An on-board monitoring system including alarms to notify the user if

intervention is required.

i . Systemic inter-Organ flow profile protocol controls.

j . Implementation of sensor driven feedback mechanisms to maintain inter-

Organ homeostatic systemic behavior.

k . Coordination of all functional aspects of each Organ Cartridge.

1. Compilation and documentation of detailed multi-Organ experiment

measurement and control parameters.

Some specific embodiments of the Cartridge Dock

[00217] Fig. 24A shows a picture of a portion of a Cartridge Dock 2400 according to an

embodiment of described herein, in which the Cartridge Dock 2400 can comprise two

Cartridge bays 2402 with one bay engaged with an Organ Cartridge 2404. The Cartridge bay

2402 can hold the Cartridge assemblies near the peristaltic pump.

[00218] In some embodiments, a Cartridge Dock 2400 can comprise at least one or more

two Cartridge bays 2402 (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 or more bays) for placement of

Organ Cartridges 2404.

[00219] In some embodiments, the Cartridge Dock 2400 can comprise finger slots 2408,

e.g., on the end(s) and/or side(s) of the Organ Cartridge slots 2402 so that an Organ Cartridge

can be easily placed or removed from the Cartridge Dock 2400.

[00220] In some embodiments, the Cartridge Dock 2400 can comprise tubing slots 2410,

on the end(s) and/or side(s) of the Organ Cartridge slots 2402. The tubing slots 2410 can be

configured such that tubing can be connected to an Organ Cartridge 2404 before it is placed

in the Organ Cartridge slot 2402, or remained connected to the Organ Cartridge 2404 without

disconnection from the tubing while being placed in the Organ Cartridge slot 2402.



[00221] In some embodiments, the Cartridge Dock 2400 can also act as a stand that holds

containers (e.g., tubes such as conical tubes) for the Organ Chip fluid input and/or output.

For example, referring to Fig. 24A, in some embodiments, a Cartridge Dock 2400 can

comprise at least two levels, e.g., a top level comprising at least one or more Organ Cartridge

slots 2402 (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 or more slots) for placement of Organ Cartridges

2404; and a lower level configured to provide reservoir stands 2406 for stabilizing containers

(e.g., tubes), e.g., waste containers 2414, and/or reagent container, that are fluidically

connected to Organ Cartridge(s) and/or Organ Chip(s).

[00222] In some embodiments, the reservoir stand 2406 can have one or more recesses that

hold syringes (e.g., standard Luer syringes). In some embodiments, the reservoir stand 2406

can also comprise at least one or more tubing slots so that the tubing can be connected before

the syringe is placed in the stand. Each syringe can have a Luer or septum valve so that the

reservoir can be removed and/or replaced without leaking fluid. The top surface of the

syringe can be sealed with a syringe plunger, or with a polymeric membrane (e.g., PTFE

membrane) that can allow for gas transfer with the incubator.

[00223] Some other exemplary embodiments of the Cartridge Dock are also shown in

Figs. 24B, 26 and 27. As shown in Fig. 26, in some embodiments, the Cartridge Dock can

also provide placements of low dead-volume injection nozzles (LDVin) enclosed within a

protective shroud 2604 for Cartridge-machine interface, where the Organ Cartridge can

comprise a self-sealing or self-healing septum 2602 adaptably connected to fluidic port(s) of

the Organ Cartridge 2600. In these embodiments, users do not have to individually connect

and/or disconnect tubes; thus, cells cultured in the Organ Chips are less disturbed by fluidic

connection/disconnection events. In addition, the Organ Cartridge can be fluidically and

sterilely sealed after removal from the machine and the connector dead volume can be

reduced by an order-of-magnitude.

[00224] Some other exemplary embodiments of the Cartridge Dock are also shown in

Figs. 24B, 26 and 27.

Fluidic circuit

[00225] The fluidic architecture of Organ Chip, Organ Cartridge, Cartridge Dock, Organ

Farm, or Interrogator device can be based on a two flow-channels design (i.e., fluidic bus

system) that connects stock fluid reservoirs with biological samples, e.g., cells on the Organ

Chips. For example, one of the two individual flow channels can be adapted for an efferent

flow (e.g., simulation of arterial flow transport, microvascular or arterial system), while the



other flow channel can be adapted for an afferent flow (e.g., simulation of venous flow

transport, interstitial channel or venous system). Thus, in some embodiments, the fluidic

architecture of the Organ Chip, Organ Cartridge, Cartridge Dock, Organ Farm, or

Interrogator device is based on a two bus design - an Afferent Bus (e.g., Arterial System or

Microvascular System) and an Efferent Bus (e.g., Venous System or Interstitial System) (Fig.

17 & 18) - for both the Microvascular and Interstitial Channels.

[00226] As discussed herein, two or more Organ Chips can be interconnected and fluid can

be routed through interconnected Organ Chips using a reconfigurable interconnect system.

The interconnect system can be implemented, for example, on the Organ Chip level, on the

Organ Cartridge level, as part of a Cartridge Dock, as part of an Organ Farm, and/or as part

of an Organ Interrogator. Valves can select the operating mode of the various Organ Chips.

The interconnected Organ Chips can, for example, be perfused using biological media or

challenge agent, connected in series or parallel with other Organ Chips, or perfused with

recirculating fluid around groups of one or more Organ Chips. Two buses are used, which to

a limited extent emulate the in vivo afferent and efferent fluidic system. Fluid can be returned

from the efferent bus to the afferent bus either through a specialized conduit (as illustrated) or

through one or more Organ Chips (for example, though a Lung-on-chip). In some

embodiment, two or more interconnect systems can beused, for example, one for the

microvascular pathway and one for the interstitial pathway of the Organ Chips. Fig. 18

shows a schematic representation of an embodiment showing how fluid can be routed

through interconnected Organ Chips.

[00227] The term "fluidic bus systems" as used herein refers to an interconnected circuit

of fluid flow channels connecting various components described herein, e.g., Organ Chips,

each of which can be a functional unit of an Organ in a microphysiological system network).

The fluidic bus systems can deliver liquids, gases and aerosols for perfusion and recirculation

to a single or multiple Organ Chips. The fluidic bus systems can further comprise pumps and

pressure sensors to ensure the proper flow through each Organ Chip.

[00228] In some embodiments, two or more components described herein (e.g., Organ

Chips, Organ Cartridges, Cartridge Docks, Organ Farms, or Interrogator devices) are

connected together fludicially, i.e., fluidically connected. As used herein, the term

"fluidically connected" refers to two or more components connected in an appropriate manner

such that a fluid or a least a portion of a fluid can directly or indirectly pass or flow from one

component to a second component. Without limitations, two or more components can be

fluidically connected together, for example, using one or more fluid-transfer connecting



means (e.g., adaptors, tubing, splitters, valves, and/or channels) between the two or more

components. For example, two or more components can be fluidically connected by

connecting an outlet of one component to an inlet of another component using tubing, a

conduit, a channel, piping or any combinations thereof. In other embodiments, two or more

components can be fluidically connected together with one or more other connecting means

(e.g., devices, systems, and/or modules that can perform an additional function other than

fluid transfer, e.g., but not limited to, trapping air bubbles, filtration, signal detection, and/or

imaging) are present between the two or more components. In these embodiments, by way of

example only, two or more Organ Chips can be fluidically connected, when the two or more

Organ Chips are indirectly connected, e.g., through a biosensor, a filter, and/or an analytical

instrument (e.g., via tubing), such that a fluid exiting the previous Organ Chip can be

detoured to first flow through the biosensor, filter and/or analytical instrument, e.g., for

detection, analysis and/or filtration of the fluid, before it enters the next Organ Chip. In these

embodiments, at least a portion of the fluid can pass or flow from one Organ Chip to another

Organ Chip.

[00229] Also provided herein are novel modular fluid control assemblies between the

interfaces of different components, such as between the interfaces of the Organ Chips to

Organ Chips, Organ Chips to Organ Cartridges, Organ Chips to Organ Farm, Organ Chips to

Organ Interrogator, Organ Cartridges to Organ Cartridges, Organ Cartridges to Organ Farm,

Organ Cartridges to Organ Interrogator, and the like. These interfaces provide pumps and

valves capable of delivering precise small volume amounts of fluid at controlled flow rates to

Organ Chips. These miniature microfluidic fluid control assemblies utilizing a planar fluid

channel design that allows minimization of interconnect volumes and precise control of the

extremely low fluid flow rates needed for Organ on a Chip constructs. In addition to the low

volume planar design feature, these assemblies include one or more of the following design

features:

a . Electrical actuation via stepper motors or geared dc motors equipped with

rotary encoders for the pumping selecting of fluids

b. Elastomeric pump and valve components that respond to localized pressure

delivered by the motor assembly

c . A mechanism to deliver localized pressure to portions of fluidic channels in

order to create either peristaltic pump action or localized on/off fluidic switch

actuation via small balls or rollers that press against an elastomer.



d . A mechanism to control the localized pressure or tensioning delivered by the

ball or roller.

e . A system for providing adequate alignment of the balls or rollers with the

fluidic channel.

f . A technique for computing the motor shaft rotation angle required to move a

specific ball or roller over a specific portion of a microfluidic channel in order

to achieve fluidic on/off control.

g . A system to enable minimum labor to replace the Organ Chip or fluid head

assemblies.

[00230] In some embodiments, the fluid control assemblies utilize a Rotary Planar

Peristaltic Micropump and Rotary Planar Valve (RPPM and RPV) technologies (Figs. 12 &

13), as described in PCT Publication No. WO20 12/048261. These technologies provide

microfluidic control capability at ~1/10 the cost of stand-alone commercial syringe and

peristaltic pumps and microfluidic valve arrays. This can also support the switching modes

for both the Perfusion Controller and CA, since the screen-printed electrochemical sensor

array from Vanderbilt Institute for Integrative Biosystems Research and Education (VIIBRE)

(Fig. 14) can also be integrated in the Perfusion Controller. Without limitations, the

Perfusion Controller can allow automated sample collection for liquid chromatography-mass

spectrometry (LC-MS) and ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS) systems. Alternatively,

other valve and pump technologies can be used to implement pumps and valves as needed to

implement one or more of the functions described above.

[00231] In some embodiments, the systems described herein utilize Rotary Peristaltic

Micropumps and Valves as described in U.S. Provisional Application titled "Membrane-

Based Fluid-Flow Control Devices," filed on December 10, 2012, having attorney docket no.

002806-076310, content of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

[00232] In some embodiments, the fluidic conduits that are adapted to support the

operation of one or more pumps or valves, as would be useful, for example, in the case of

rotary peristaltic pumps and valves as described in U.S. Provisional Application titled

"Membrane-Based Fluid-Flow Control Devices," filed on December 10, 2012, having

attorney docket no. 002806-076310, with pump-heads/valve-heads that can detach from the

pump or valves membrane.

[00233] The Organ Chip, Organ Cartridge, or Cartridge Dock can be equipped with a five-

position valve that selects whether its input will come from an upstream Organ Chip, Organ



Cartridge, or Cartridge Dock, from a fresh fluid inlet, from either of the two buses, or from

local recirculation. Similarly, each Organ Chip, Organ Cartridge, or Cartridge Dock's output

can be directed using another five-position valve to a downstream Organ Chip, Organ

Cartridge, or Cartridge Dock, a fluid-sampling or waste port, either of the two buses, or on-

Organ Chip, Organ Cartridge, or Cartridge Dock recirculation. Additional two-position

valves can ensure the proper flow direction in each of the buses, and can be used to divide the

Organ Farm or Interrogator into two separate subsystems.

[00234] In some embodiments, the connective interfaces of the different components (e.g.,

Organ Chip, Organ Cartridge, Cartridge Dock, Organ Farm or Interrogator can be designed to

have minimal dead volume and/or to prevent wetting or accumulation of liquid on areas

adjacent to the flow path.

[00235] When the system is configured to reperfuse individual or groups of Organs, e.g.,

Organ Chips, the valves can be switched intermittently to introduce small volumes of fresh

fluids (e.g., in order to replenish nutrients) while simultaneously passing the same volume of

fluid out through the waste port; this outflow will also permit sampling for chemical analysis.

Importantly, the dual bus architecture allows one to temporarily isolate an Organ Chip or

Cartridge in order to treat it with a drug while allowing the other Organ Chips or Cartridges

to bypass it and continue interacting. Furthermore, this architecture permits the Interrogator's

fluidic system to be divided into several independent subsystems of physiologically relevant

Organs, enabling multiple or replicate experiments on the same Interrogator simultaneously.

The plug-and-play nature of the Organ Chips and Cartridges allows one to change the order

of the Organ Chips (e.g. Organs), which can facilitate isolation of selected Organ Chips from

others.

[00236] In some embodiments, a multi-way valve can be included, e.g., a two-way valve,

within the fluidic circuit to ensure proper flow direction between the efferent flow and

afferent flow channels. When the fluidic circuit is configured to reperfuse individual or

groups of Organ Chips or Cartridges, the valves can be switched intermittently to introduce

small volumes of fresh fluids (e.g., in order to replenish nutrients) while simultaneously

passing the same volume of fluid out through the waste port; this outflow will also permit

sampling for chemical analysis. Importantly, the dual flow channels can allow one to

temporarily isolate a Organ Cartridge and/or an Organ Chip in order to treat it with a drug

while allowing the other Organ Cartridges and/or other Organ Chips to bypass it and continue

interacting. Furthermore, this dual flow channel can allow the Interrogator's fluidic system to

be divided into several independent subsystems of physiologically relevant Organs, enabling



multiple or replicate experiments on the same Interrogator simultaneously. The plug-and-play

nature of the Cartridges allows one to change the order of the Organs-Chips (e.g. Organs),

which can facilitate isolation of selected Organ Chips (e.g. Organs) from others.

[00237] In some embodiments, the fluidic circuit can include at least one multi-way inlet

valve that can determine the source of a fluid flow into the inlet of the Organ Cartridge or the

inlet of an Organ Chip. In such embodiments, the multi-way inlet valve can be a control inlet

valve with at least two ways, at least three ways, at least four ways, at least five ways or

more. Examples of inlet fluid sources include, but not limited to, an upstream Organ

Cartridge, an upstream Organ Chip, a supply inlet, the efferent flow channel, the afferent

flow channel, a recirculation fluid, and any combinations thereof.

[00238] Similarly, in some embodiments, the Organ Cartridge or the fluidic circuit can

include at least one multi-way outlet valve that can direct a fluid flow from the outlet of the

Organ Cartridge or the outlet of an Organ Chip to a different outlet destination. In such

embodiments, the multi-way outlet valve can be a control outlet valve with at least two ways,

at least three ways, at least four ways, at least five ways or more. Examples of the outlet

destinations for an outlet fluid can include, without limitation, a downstream Organ

Cartridge, a downstream Organ Chip, a fluid-sampling or waste port, the efferent flow

channel, the afferent flow channel, a recirculation fluid, and any combinations thereof.

[00239] In some embodiments, the fluidic circuit can further comprise a fluid control

element. Examples of fluid control elements include, without limitations, pumps (e.g.,

miniaturized pumps), pressure transducers, valves (e.g., rotary valves or pneumatic or other

valves that provide closed loop control), bubble traps, gas exchange membranes, fluid sealing

element (e.g., elastomeric O-rings and septa) and sensors (e.g., pH, 0 2, glucose, lactate, etc.)

to ensure proper flow to each Organ Chip.

[00240] In some embodiments, the fluidic circuit can further comprise a cleaning reservoir

containing an antiseptic fluid, from which the antiseptic fluid can be pumped to the rest of the

fluidic circuit, including the fluid contact surfaces of the Organ Chips, orga-Cartridges,

Cartridge Docks, Organ Farm, and Organ-Interrogator for sterilization purposes. The

cleaning reservoir can be configured so that the surfaces adjacent to the fluidic interfaces can

be exposed to the antiseptic solution as well as the normally wetted surfaces. Additionally,

alternate application of vacuum and clean sterile water can be used to flush away residual

antiseptic solution.



[00241] In some embodiments, the ports of the fluidic circuit can be covered with an

elastomeric septum, e.g., for perforation by a needle when in use to minimize bacterial

contamination or water evaporation.

[00242] In some embodiments, the fluidic circuit can comprise one (e.g., one, two, three,

four, five or more) bubble traps.

[00243] In some embodiments, at least a portion of the fluidic circuit can be in-Cartridge,

i.e., integrated with the base substrate of the Organ Cartridge.

[00244] In other embodiments, at least a portion of the fluidic circuit can be detachable

from the Organ Cartridge. For example, the detachable fluidic circuit can be pre-attached to

the Organ Cartridge and be sterilized, e.g., using any known method in the art, such as using

gamma irradiation, as an assembly prior to use. In other embodiments, at least a portion of or

the entire fluidic circuit can be sterile, single-use disposable manifold elements.

Blood Substitutes

[00245] Each of the different human cell types representing the different Organ systems

can be tested and cultured using different cell culture media and supplements. A key

challenge for the successful integration of the different Organ Chips in their respective Organ

Cartridges into the Cartridge Dock is the use of a common medium or universal Blood

Substitute that can be perfused through the entire system and maintain viability and

differentiated functions of all relevant linked Organ Chips. Accordingly, the Blood

Substitute is any flowable media which provides all of the chemicals, nutrients, cytokines and

trophic factors required by individual Organs, as well as physiologically relevant "vascular

connections" and blood composition to mimic effects on PK/PD observed in humans. For

example, in some embodiments, the Blood Substitute contains one or more plasma binding

proteins. Without wishing to be bound by a theory, mimicking the plasma protein binding

capacity of blood can help in more closely mimicking drug behavior. Generally only

unbound drug is available to pass across membranes, and successful recapitulation of protein

binding of drugs can improve PK/PD extrapolation.

[00246] In some embodiments, the Blood Substitute contains white blood cells.

[00247] As only a handful of different media compositions (e.g. DMEM, EBM-2, WEM,

Iscove's, RPMI-1640) and supplements are shared by the different Organs described herein,

one can mix different combinations of these media and their respective supplements required

by the Organs being studied. However, the system incorporates an endothelium-lined

Microvascular Channel that forms a vascular permeability barrier (junctional boundary) and a



basement membrane between the endothelium and the parenchymal cells in a separate

Interstitial Channel. This novel feature permits perfusing the Organ Chips with medium

containing high levels of human serum or plasma similar to that found in human blood.

Additionally, one can also use complete or partial (e.g., diluted) human blood samples.

Organ-Farm

[00248] In one aspect, provided herein is an Organ Farm. An Organ Farm is an

instrument or a system that supports long term culturing of cells on one or more Organ Chips,

i.e., the Organ Farm provides means for plating, culturing and maintaining living cells within

an Organ Chip that is present in the Organ Farm. The Organ Farm comprises a controlled

temperature, humidity, and gas environment capable of supporting one or more Organ

Cartridges or individual Organ Chip assemblies each of which can be designed to create

favorable fluidic, gas exchange, and nutrient conditions to foster growth and maintain the

viability of multi-cell constructs which have biological properties similar to individual human

or animal Organs.

[00249] An Organ Farm allows initial plating, preconditioning, and extended culture of

individual Organ Chips perfused by Organ Cartridges in a multiplexed format for

preconditioning the Organ mimics. Without limitations, preconditioning an Organ mimic can

include optimally differentiating and forming multilayered tissue constructs. Such

preconditioned Organ later can be used in an Organ Interrogator system described herein. The

Organ Farm can also be used for experimenting with one or more Organ Chips. For example,

perfused media can include a drug.

[00250] Generally, the Organ Farm is an instrument that can regulate medium flow to

multiple Organ Chips to maintain their viability in long-term culture, for example, greater

than four weeks. The Organ Farm can be placed within an incubator, e.g., a tissue culture

incubator) to provide controlled temperature and C0 2, or these capabilities can be provided

outside of an incubator by the Organ Farm instrument itself, using other Farm formats

[00251] Generally, the Organ Farm comprises: (a) an apparatus or module for perfusing

one or more Organ Chips with appropriate biological media using prescribed conditions; and

(b) a sensor or monitor adapted for monitoring at least one environmental variable, e.g.,

temperature, gas mixtures (e.g., C0 2 content), and the like of the one or more Organ Chips.

[00252] Without limitation, the environmental variables can be controlled using pumps,

valves, heating or cooling elements, etc. Perfusion can be by means of a fluidic circuit

present in the Organ Farm for flowing nutrients, media etc. therethrough. As an example



only, an Organ Chip in the Organ Farm can be perfused using one or more fluidic circuits

comprised in the Organ Farm, which circuit can be connected directly or indirectly to the

Organ Chip, e.g., an Organ Chip connected directly to the fluidic circuit of the Organ Farm or

an Organ Chip disposed on a Organ Cartridge, which can be present in a Cartridge Dock.

[00253] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm can further comprise a control system for

microfluidic handling in the microfluidic circuit. The Organ Farm can also provide

reservoirs, for media and waste connected to the fluidic circuit. This can be useful for

supporting a sufficient duration of unattended operation.

[00254] The Organ Farm can also provide one or more interfaces for attaching and

detaching one or more Organ Chips, Organ Cartridges, and/or Cartridge Docks therefrom.

This interface can provide inlet and outlet ports for fluidically connecting the fluidic circuit of

the Organ Chip, Organ Cartridge, and/or Cartridge Dock to the fluidic circuit of the Organ

Farm. Thus, in some embodiments, the Organ Farm further comprises a plurality of

interfaces for attaching and detaching said Organ Chips to the instrument

[00255] In one embodiment, the Organ Farm comprises a thermally regulated housing

(e.g., a tissue culture incubator), wherein the thermally regulated housing comprises: (a) at

least one fluidic circuit having an inlet and an outlet, in connection with at least one Organ

Chip; and (b) a means for monitoring of cells on the at least one Organ Chip. The Organ

Chip can be connected to the fluidic circuit of the Organ Farm either directly, through the

fluidic circuit of a Organ Cartridge having the Organ Chip disposed thereon, or through the

fluidic circuit of a Cartridge Dock having the Organ Chip disposed thereon (either directly or

via a Organ Cartridge).

[00256] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm comprises: (a) a thermally regulated

housing: (b) a plurality of Organ Chips disposed in the thermally regulated housing; (c) a

fluidic circuit having at least one fluidic circuit having an inlet and an outlet, in connection

with at least one of the plurality of Organ Chips; and (d) a means for monitoring of cells on at

least one of the plurality of Organ Chips.

[00257] An Organ Farm can accommodate any number of Organ Chips, as restricted only

by the size of the Organ Farm and enclosed Organ Chips (with or without a Organ Cartridge

or Cartridge Dock). Generally, any the number Organ Chips can be housed within the Organ

Farm. For example, an Organ Farm can accommodate from 1 to about 100 Organ Chips or

Cartridge Docks comprising Organ Cartridges having one or more Organ Chips disposed

thereon. In some embodiments, the Organ Farm can accommodate from about 1 to about 25,

e.g., (e.g., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 28, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 or



25) Cartridge Docks. In one embodiment, three Cartridge Docks are housed within the

thermally regulated housing shown in Fig. 19. In some embodiments, an Organ Farm

contains at least one Cartridge Dock comprising an Organ Chip (Fig. 19).

[00258] In addition to the Cartridge Dock, the Organ Farm can also comprise sensors or

monitors adapted for monitoring cells, e.g. cell viability and morphology. Such sensors and

monitors can include optical methods (such as simple phase contrast microscopy),

transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) and the like. In some embodiments, the Organ

Farm contains a microscope, which supports one or more imaging modalities including, for

example, brightfield, darkfield, phase-contrast or epifluorescence imaging. In some

embodiments, an Organ Farm contains a single Microscopy Blade. This allows for optical

imaging of individual Organs to ensure continued viability and can provide a quick estimate

of tissue growth and Organization. Although not necessary, the Farm can be equipped to

provide simultaneous imaging of multiple Chips using the same number of Microscope

Blades as the number of Organ Chips to be imaged simultaneously.

[00259] In some embodiments, imaging can be carried out with in-line microscopic

imaging capabilities, e.g., a mini-microscope for in situ monitoring of cells as described Kim

et al., Lab Chip. 2012 Oct 21;12(20):3976-82, content of which is incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety.

[00260] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm provides for initial loading of cells into

pre-sterilized Organ Chips held within individual Cartridges. In some embodiments, the

Organ Farm provides for the addition or removal of one or more Organ Chips, Organ

Cartridges, or Cartridge Docks without compromising sterility of adjacent modules.

[00261] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm provides means for monitoring cells in one

or more Organ Chips present therein using electrochemical sensors to measure the metabolic

activity of the cells through changes in pH and/or concentration of glucose, lactate, oxygen,

or other substances as the perfusing media passes over the cells in the Organ Chip.

[00262] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm further comprises a means for actuating

mechanical or electrical function of an Organ Chip enclosed in the Organ Farm.

[00263] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm is an incubator, e.g., a tissue culture

incubator, with controlled temperature and C0 2 that can regulate medium flow to maintain

long-term, for example, greater than four weeks, culture of different Organ Chips. In

addition to using standard tissue culture incubators, other Farm formats can also be

employed.



[00264] Fig. 19 is a photograph of an Organ Farm according to an embodiment described

herein. The Organ Farm comprises an Organ Farm module (1902) in an incubator (1900).

The Farm module (1902) comprises a Cartridge Dock (1904) having one or more Organ

Cartridges (1906) attached to the Cartridge Dock (1904). As shown each Organ Cartridge

(1906) comprises an Organ Chip (1908). As shown, the Farm module also comprises one or

more pumps (1910) in connection with the Cartridge Dock and fluidically connected to the

Organ Cartridge (1906) and/or the Organ Chip (1908).

[00265] Fig. 28A is a photograph of an Organ Farm (2800) according to an embodiment

described herein. As seen in Fig. 28A, the Organ Farm comprises a Farm module (2802) in

an incubator (2804). Details of the Farm module (2802) are shown in Fig. 28B. The Farm

module (2802) has three Organ Cartridges (2806) engaged in a Cartridge Dock (2808). Each

of the Organ Cartridge (2806) has an Organ Chip (2810) disposed thereon. The Organ

Cartridges (2806) are fluidicially connected to a 16-channel ISMATEC peristaltic pump

(2812) and the two syringe reservoirs (2814) in the syringe reservoir stand (2816). The

Cartridge, Organ Chip, 16-channel peristaltic pump, Cartridge bay, and reservoir bay are all

integrated onto one incubator shelf as the first iteration of an Organ "FARM". This allows

for a higher number of Organ Chip experiments in a single incubator. Fluidic connections

can be made quickly and consistently during Cartridge handling, bubbles generated by off-

gassing or fluidic connect/disconnects are removed by the bubble trap, and fluid output is

captured by conveniently removable conicals.

Master Controller Computer

[00266] Flow of fluids and nutrients in an Organ Chip, Organ Cartridge, Cartridge-dock,

Organ Farm, and/or Interrogator can be controlled individually by a Master Controller

Computer. Accordingly, in some embodiments, the fluidics control system of each Organ

Chip, Organ Cartridge, Cartridge Dock, Organ Farm, or Interrogator can be configured as

independent subsystems.

[00267] In some embodiments, the Farm and Cartridge Dock can be controlled by a stand

alone computer-based system, and for example a Master Controller Computer, that provides

Organ- specific flow of nutrients, appropriate valving, monitoring of the cellular samples, and

recording functions that identify the history of individual Organ Chips, as well as control of

temperature, moisture and carbon dioxide when not incorporated within a commercial tissue

culture incubator.



[00268] In some embodiments, the Farm may provide stimulation to the Organ Chips,

including mechanical (e.g. "breathing"), electrical (e.g. pacemaking) or optical (e.g.

optogenetics). In some embodiments, the Farm may record sensor data, including for

example data derived from microscopy, microclinical analyzers, pressure sensors, liquid-level

sensors etc.

[00269] In some embodiments, user interface to the Master Controller Computer is by a

desktop- or laptop-based computer, e.g., a PC.

[00270] In some embodiments, the Master Controller Computer is a microcontroller

embedded into either the Cartridge Dock or each Organ Cartridge.

[00271] In some embodiments, a Master Controller Computer is used for periodic

calibration of the electrochemical sensor arrays and/or controlling the valving and pumping

operations. Such electrochemical sensor arrays and valving and pumping operations are

needed to perform the electrochemical measurements, and to dispense fluids for external

analysis to ensure long-term viability and functionality of the Organ mimics.

[00272] In some embodiments, a Master Controller Computer can be used to provide

signals that establish valve and pump control conditions to fluidically connect two or more

Organ Chips in parallel within their respective Organ Cartridges and Cartridge-dock. For

example, two or more Organ Chips can be connected in series or parallel either transiently or

continuously.

[00273] The various components of the Interrogator device can be controlled individually

or by a Master Controller Computer. When used, the Master Controller Computer

communicates with independent subsystem controllers. Generally, the subsystem controllers

perform autonomous management of local sensing and actuation functions. This allows for a

modular approach to the control architecture. Additionally, off-the-shelf subsystems can be

interfaced to the intended bus structure to facilitate migration to custom subsystems.

Subsystems of the Interrogator can communicate with each other and the controller at a

multitude of data and data rates. In some embodiments, the Master Controller Computer and

the independent subsystem controllers can communicate with each other fly.

[00274] In some embodiments, a Master Controller Computer is used to sequence a set of

operations of settings over time, for example, as would be used in the course of a multi-step

experiment. In some embodiments, a Master Controller Computer can be used to record data

derived from various sensors, including for example data generated by microscopy, micro-

clinical analyzers, electrophysiology sensors. In some embodiments, a Master Controller



Computer can be used to provide inputs to the Organ Chips that include electrical

stimulation, optical stimulation (for example, for optogenetics), mechanical actuation, etc.

[00275] As discussed herein the Organ Farm can provide fluid, gas and electrical

connections between the Organ Chips and the control and analytical instrumentation.

[00276] An Organ Farm can microfluidically, mechanically and electrically connect to an

Organ Chip either directly or via an Organ Cartridge. In some embodiments, the Organ Farm

can comprise a temperature control unit. For example, a temperature control unit can

comprise one or more thermistors that can be used to monitor temperature at one or more

locations. Additionally, the temperature control unit can comprise a heating element that can

be used, e.g., alone or in combination with the thermistors, to maintain temperature of the

Organ Chips at 37±0.5°C or at any other desired temperature.

[00277] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm can comprise at least one pump and/or

pressure sensor for each Organ Chip to modulate an optimum flow specific for each Organ

Chip. In some embodiments, systemic venous return pumps with pressure sensors can be

used to maintain the desired arterial-venous pressure difference for varying Organ loads.

Management of supply and waste fluids can allow removal of waste and replenishment of

fresh Blood Substitute and drugs using temperature-controlled containers situated outside of

the instrument enclosure. Electronic sensing of supply and waste liquids can also be

incorporated to inform the operator of run-time capability as well as the need to resupply

consumables or remove waste.

[00278] In some embodiments, the cells can be monitored by using electrochemical

sensors to measure the metabolic activity of the cells through changes in pH and the

concentration of glucose, lactate, oxygen and other substances as the perfusing media passes

over the cells in the Organ Chip.

[00279] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm can control pressure regulation to balance

mismatches between Chips based on variations in size or design can be provided using in-line

pumps and rotary or pneumatic valves before or after each Organ, e.g., Organ Chip. Systemic

venous return pumps with pressure sensors can maintain the desired arterial-venous pressure

difference for varying Organ loads.

[00280] Generally, an Organ Farm can be configured to allow multiple modes of

operation: 1) incubation and pretreatment, allowing one or multiple Organ Chips to be

perfused independently with fresh media, blood, Blood Substitute or drug, 2) recirculation

through individual Organs (e.g., for pre-activation of Liver enzymes), 3) recirculation of



media, blood, or Blood Substitute through two or more, e.g., up to twenty, Organs in parallel,

to mimic the Organ-Organ physiological coupling in animal or clinical studies, and 4) daisy

chaining (connection in series) of one or more Organs to allow the outflow of one Organ to

feed directly into another (e.g., Gut-Liver axis interactions). A similar level of control and

sampling for liquids (and air) flowing through the Interstitial Channels can also be provided

in the Interrogator device.

[00281] In some embodiments, the fluidics system utilizes peristaltic pumps or vibrating

diaphragm or other pumps fitted with pressure transducers to deliver liquids to the Organ

Farm. The Organ Farm, in turn, can feature two parallel fluidic bus systems, corresponding

to the Arterial and Venous systems that connect to either the Microvascular or Interstitial

Channels in each Organ Chip. The two bus systems (for each Channel) can deliver liquids,

gases and aerosols to the Cartridges for perfusion and recirculation in single or multiple

Organs. Additional connections between Cartridges in a Cartridge Dock can allow for

recirculation within one Cartridge or between Cartridges.

[00282] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm provides for initial loading of cells into

pre-sterilized Organ Chips held within the Organ Farm.

[00283] In some embodiments, the cyclic vacuum in the control channels can be

modulated by pressure regulators in conjunction with electronically operated flow valves.

The pressure in various channels can be monitored by electronic or microfabricated optical

pressure transducers. In some embodiments the system is controlled by a dedicated modular

microprocessor instrumentation control module within the electronic system architecture, in

conjunction with a vacuum pump.

[00284] In some embodiments, a sensing module or technologies can be incorporated in

the Organ Farm (i.e., external to the Organ Chip or the Organ Cartridge).

[00285] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm can further comprise at least one sensor

for control of environmental conditions (e.g., temperature, humidity, pH, nutrient, waste,

and/or shear stress), appropriate delivery of fluids and/or control of vacuum. Sensors for

detection of different environmental conditions, fluid flow and pressure are known to a

skilled artisan.

Microscope Blades

[00286] Each of these Microscopy Blades can support one or more microscopy modalities,

including for example brightfield, darkfield, phase-contrast or epifluorescence imaging, and

features a stackable form factor, so that the Organ Farm or Interrogator can be populated with



Microscopy Blades incrementally as needed (Fig. 20). Accordingly, in some embodiments,

the Microscopy Blades are built onto a motorized platform, so that the complete microscopy

system can be scanned in two dimensions as a unit. In some embodiments, the Microscopy

Blade itself comprises a motorized platform. Without wishing to be bound by a theory, this

design permits imaging of multiple positions along the length of each Organ as well as

several replicate lanes in each Cartridge without the complexity involved in motorizing each

blade individually. Alternatively, Microscopy Blades could be motorized individually or in

groups in one or multiple axes. In some embodiments, each Microscopy Blade includes its

own focus control, which can for example make use of electromagnetic motors, piezoelectric

motors, sonic motors, voicecoils or any combination thereof.

[00287] In some embodiments, the fluorescence filter within the Microscope Blades can be

mounted on a motorized stage.

[00288] In some embodiments, fluorescence excitation and brightfield/phase illumination

can be provided by LED or other electrooptical modules. Using LED modules can eliminate

the need for mechanical shutters and provides improved thermal stability and lower thermal

loads than, for example, an incandescent or arc lamp.

[00289] In some embodiments, autofocus capability can be implemented in software as

known in the art or using hardware-based focus controllers

Organ-Interrogator

[00290] In another aspect, provided herein is an Organ-Interrogator system or device. As

discussed herein, the Organ-Interrogator can be used for assessing cell viability and function

in situ on each Organ Chip, and can contain a network of valves and ports that allow media

samples to be withdrawn from the system to allow off-Chip assays of cell products (e.g.,

using LC/MS, nESI IM-MS, UPLC-IM-MS or other conventional analytical methodologies).

An Interrogator device can be used to determine biological effects {e.g., but not limited to,

toxicity, and/or immune response) of active agents one or more Organs.

[00291] Generally, the Organ Interrogator is an Organ Farm comprising a plurality of

Organ Chips, which are interconnected. The Organ Interrogator can include at least one

valve or port that allows media sample to be withdrawn from at least one of the Organ Chips

in the device. The Organ Chip can be connected to the instrument either directly, by an

Organ Cartridge having the Organ Chip disposed thereon, or through a Cartridge Dock

having the Organ Chip disposed thereon (either directly or via an Organ Cartridge).



[00292] In some embodiments, the Organ-Interrogator is a device that comprises: (a) a

plurality of Organ Chips which are interconnected; (b) an apparatus for perfusing Organ

Chips in the device with appropriate biological media, the fluid originating at the outlet of

one or more Organ Chips (including recirculation), and/or one or more challenge agents using

prescribed conditions; (c) an apparatus for controlling the temperature of (and optionally gas

mixture provided to) said Organ Chips; (d) a plurality of interfaces for attaching and

detaching said Organ Chips to the device; and (e) at least one valve or port that allows media

sample to be withdrawn from at least one of the Organ Chips.

[00293] Examples of active agents that can be used include, but are not limited to, cells

(including, e.g., but not limited to, bacteria and/or virus), proteins, peptides, antigens,

antibodies or portions thereof, enzymes, nucleic acids, siRNA, shRNA, aptamers, small

molecules, antibiotics, therapeutic agents, molecular toxins, nanomaterials, particulates,

aerosols, environmental contaminants or pollutants (e.g., but not limited to, microorganisms,

Organic/inOrganic contaminants present in food and/or water, and/or air pollutants), and any

combinations thereof. In some embodiments, the in vitro microphysiological system can be

used to evaluate active agents that are effective in treating a disease or disorder in an Organ,

but might be toxic to other Organ systems.

[00294] In one embodiment, the Interrogator device can be used to carry out dynamic

analysis of drug efficacy, toxicity and PK within an individual Organ and any selected

combination of linked Organs for in culture. Without limitations, dynamic analysis of drug

efficacy, toxicity and PK within an individual Organ and any selected combination of linked

Organs can be conducted for at least one, at least two, at least three, at least four, at least five,

at least six or more weeks in culture.

[00295] As discussed herein the Organ Interrogator can provide fluid, gas and electrical

connections between the Organ Chips and the control and analytical instrumentation.

[00296] An Organ Interrogator can microfluidically, mechanically and electrically connect

to an Organ Chip either directly or via an Organ Cartridge. In some embodiments, the Organ

Interrogator can comprise a temperature control unit. For example, a temperature control unit

can comprise one or more thermistors that can be used to monitor temperature at one or more

locations. Additionally, the temperature control unit can comprise a heating element that can

be used, e.g., alone or in combination with the thermistors, to maintain temperature of the

Organ Chips at 37±0.5°C or at any other desired temperature.



[00297] In some embodiments, the Organ Interrogator can comprise at least one pump

and/or pressure sensor for each Organ Chip to modulate an optimum flow specific for each

Organ Chip. In some embodiments, systemic venous return pumps with pressure sensors can

be used to maintain the desired arterial-venous pressure difference for varying Organ loads.

Management of supply and waste fluids can allow removal of waste and replenishment of

fresh Blood Substitute and drugs using temperature-controlled containers situated outside of

the instrument enclosure. Electronic sensing of supply and waste liquids can also be

incorporated to inform the operator of run-time capability as well as the need to resupply

consumables or remove waste.

[00298] In some embodiments, the cells can be monitored by using electrochemical

sensors to measure the metabolic activity of the cells through changes in pH and the

concentration of glucose, lactate, oxygen and other substances as the perfusing media passes

over the cells in the Organ Chip.

[00299] In some embodiments, the Organ Interrogator can control pressure regulation to

balance mismatches between Chips based on variations in size or design can be provided

using in-line pumps and rotary or pneumatic valves before or after each Organ, e.g., Organ

Chip. Systemic venous return pumps with pressure sensors can maintain the desired arterial-

venous pressure difference for varying Organ loads.

[00300] Generally, an Organ Interrogator can be configured to allow multiple modes of

operation: 1) incubation and pretreatment, allowing one or multiple Organ Chips to be

perfused independently with fresh media, blood, Blood Substitute or drug, 2) recirculation

through individual Organs (e.g., for pre-activation of Liver enzymes), 3) recirculation of

media, blood, or Blood Substitute through two or more, e.g., up to twenty, Organs in parallel,

to mimic the Organ-Organ physiological coupling in animal or clinical studies, and 4) daisy

chaining (connection in series) of one or more Organs to allow the outflow of one Organ to

feed directly into another (e.g., Gut-Liver axis interactions). A similar level of control and

sampling for liquids (and air) flowing through the Interstitial Channels can also be provided

in the Interrogator device.

[00301] In some embodiments, the fluidics system utilizes peristaltic pumps or vibrating

diaphragm or other pumps fitted with pressure transducers to deliver liquids to the Organ

Interrogator. The Organ Interrogator, in turn, can feature two parallel fluidic bus systems,

corresponding to the Arterial and Venous systems that connect to either the Microvascular or

Interstitial Channels in each Organ Chip. The two bus systems (for each Channel) can deliver

liquids, gases and aerosols to the Cartridges for perfusion and recirculation in single or



multiple Organs. Additional connections between Cartridges in a Cartridge Dock can allow

for recirculation within one Cartridge or between Cartridges.

[00302] In some embodiments, the Organ Interrogator provides for initial loading of cells

into pre-sterilized Organ Chips held within the Organ Interrogator.

[00303] In some embodiments, the cyclic vacuum in the control channels can be

modulated by pressure regulators in conjunction with electronically operated flow valves.

The pressure in various channels can be monitored by electronic or microfabricated optical

pressure transducers. In some embodiments the system is controlled by a dedicated modular

microprocessor instrumentation control module within the electronic system architecture, in

conjunction with a vacuum pump.

[00304] In some embodiments, a sensing module or technologies can be incorporated in

the Organ Interrogator (i.e., external to the Organ Chip or the Organ Cartridge).

[00305] In some embodiments, the Organ Interrogator can further comprise at least one

sensor for control of environmental conditions (e.g., temperature, humidity, pH, nutrient,

waste, and/or shear stress), appropriate delivery of fluids and/or control of vacuum. Sensors

for detection of different environmental conditions, fluid flow and pressure are known to a

skilled artisan.

[00306] Depending on various target applications, e.g., for use as a disease model or for

pharmacokinetics study of a drug, different combinations of Organ Chips can be selected

within the Organ Interrogator. For example, in one embodiment, Lung Chips, Heart Chips

and Liver Chips can be selected to be disposed on the Organ Cartridges because, without

wishing to be bound by theory, they provide functionalities that are most critical for

determination of clinically relevant pharmacokinetics (PK)/pharmacodynamics(PD) as well

as efficacy and cardiotoxicity (which is the cause of more than 30% of all drug failures).

[00307] Various subsystems of the Organ Farm or Interrogator can be enclosed in a

housing unit (enclosure) which can provide structure and interfaces for the integrated

subsystems, including Organ Chips, Cartridges, Cartridge Docks, Microscope Blades, and the

electronic, fluidic, and vacuum interface hardware (Fig. 21). Electronic hardware (printed

circuit boards, Master Controller, and Interface Computer) can be external to the enclosure.

Having the electronic hardware out of the enclosure provides easy access and better

temperature management. In some embodiments, the chassis and main function assemblies

are within the enclosure.

[00308] The universal Blood Substitute supply, oxygenation, vacuum, waste, liquid

samples, electrical power, and data communication can be communicated from the



instrument to external environment and analytical equipment (e.g., LC/MSMS or UPLC IM-

MS, or nESI-IM-MS) via dedicated sterile ports. Thus, the instrument enclosure can

comprise all necessary interfaces with bulkhead connectors or pass-throughs as appropriate,

and where appropriate compartments, brackets, racks, or hangers for external system

elements. Without limitations, an enclosure can be formed of any suitable material,

including, but not limited to, metal (e.g. sheet metal), plastic, or a combination thereof.

[00309] In some embodiments, the enclosure comprises one or more inlet ports and one or

more outlet ports for injecting or flowing a gas or air through the enclosure. The inlets can

comprise one or more filters, e.g., HEPA filters, to reduce or eliminate any contaminates that

may be present in the gas or air. An inlet port can be used to inject or force warm air through

the enclosure to control the environment, e.g., temperature and atmospheric conditions, in the

enclosure. The forced air is dry, so that no condensation forms on the optics or fluid-

regulation components within the enclosure. Additionally, a humid environment is also not

required, as the Cartridges can be enclosed with a moisture-impermeable layer to prevent

evaporation of water from the Organ Chips. An inlet port can also be used for injecting

controlled pulses of C0 2. When C0 2 is pulsed through the enclosure, the inlet port comprises

one or more HEPA filters.

[00310] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm or Interrogator comprises one or more

ports for collecting samples. The sample ports can be connected directly to a Cartridge-dock,

Organ Chip, or to a fluidic circuit.

[00311] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm or Interrogator uses off-the-shelf

components to provide environmental, fluidic, electrical and mechanical control of individual

Organ Chips housed within Cartridges (Figs. 11, 15 & 16).

[00312] In some instances, it may be desirable to sterilize one or more subsystems of the

Organ Farm or Interrogator. Accordingly, the entire fluidic pathway from supply reservoirs

to the Cartridge, and the waste and sampling lines, can be sterile, single-use disposable

manifold elements. These fluidic circuits can be pre-attached to the Cartridge during

manufacture, and sterilized as an assembly using gamma irradiation. Alternatively, ethylene

oxide gas sterilizations can also be used. The fluid contact surfaces of the Organ Chip, Organ

Cartridge, Cartridge Dock and all fluidic passages can be cleaned by mounting a cleaning

Cartridge, through which an antiseptic solution is pumped. The cleaning Cartridge can be

configured so that the surfaces adjacent to the fluidic interfaces are exposed to the antiseptic

solution as well as the normally wetted surfaces.



[00313] Alternate application of vacuum and clean sterile water can be used to flush away

residual antiseptic solution. Without wishing to be bound by a theory, this approach was

found to be effective in a Baxter/Millipore system for home peritoneal dialysis. Additionally,

BREATHE-EASY™ Sealing Membrane, a disposable, adhesive-backed membrane that is

permeable to 0 2, C0 2and water vapor, or another such membrane can be used to eliminate

cross-contamination or microbial infiltration from any ports that need to remain open to air

when devices or subassemblies have to be handled outside of a sterile, laminar flow hood.

Further, 90% ethanol can be used to sterilize biologically active surfaces, such as enzyme-

coated glucose, lactate, pH, or 0 2 sensors.

[00314] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm or Interrogator comprises HEPA-filtered

positive pressure to prevent entry of contaminated particles or spores into the Cartridge

loading area.

[00315] For access to internal components, hinged covers can be included on the

enclosure. For control of temperature and ambient air flow, the hinged covers can have

gaskets. In some embodiments, the covers can incorporate transparent panels. This allows

visualization of internal elements without opening or removing panels.

[00316] Without limitation, an enclosure can be formed of any suitable material.

Accordingly, in some embodiments, the enclosure is formed from a metal (e.g., sheet metal)

or plastic, or a combination thereof.

[00317] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm or Interrogator comprises a microfluidic

aerosol drug delivery device. Microfluidic aerosol drug delivery devices are described, for

example, in U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/483,837 filed May 9, 2011, the

content of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. The aerosol drug delivery

device can be connected to the Organ Chip.

[00318] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm or Interrogator comprises one or more

(e.g., one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen,

fifteen or more) microscopes. In some embodiments, these microscopes are Microscope

Blades. The number of Microscope Blades in the Organ Farm or Interrogator can be the

same as the number of Organ Chips to be monitored simultaneously. In one embodiment, the

Organ Farm or Interrogator comprises ten Microscope Blades, one for each Organ Chip.

[00319] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm or Interrogator comprises one or more

(e.g., one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen,

fifteen or more) Cartridge-docks for Organ Chips or Organ Cartridges and integrated control

systems for microfluidic nutrient and air flow, thermal regulation, C0 2, humidity, fluid shear



stress, cyclic mechanical strain and electrical stimulation and to maintain differentiated Organ

functions for long-term culture, as well as simultaneous real-time imaging and biochemical

and electrophysiological analysis of Organ Chips held within the Organ Farm or Interrogator.

[00320] In some embodiments, the active agent (e.g., drugs), and/or fresh medium, blood

or Blood Substitute can be introduced into the "Arterial" port, while samples and waste fluids

is removed from the "Venous" outflow port (Fig. 17).

[00321] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm or Interrogator permits programmable

control. Such a programmable control can be implemented using in-line pumps to isolate or

recirculate flow in any individual Organ Chip (e.g., precondition liver Chip with a P450

inducer) or combination of Organ Chips (e.g., link Gut to Liver) in any desired order. An

exemplary Fluidic Architecture is shown in Fig. 18 illustrating how how fluid can be routed

through interconnected Organ Chips using a reconfigurable interconnect system. The Organ

Chips can, for example, be perfused using biological media or challenge agent, connected in

series or parallel with other Organ Chips, or perfused with recirculating fluid around groups

of one or more Organ Chips. Two buses are used, which to a limited extent emulate the in

vivo afferent and efferent fluidic system. Fluid can be returned from the efferent bus to the

afferent bus either through a specialized conduit (as illustrated) or through one or more Organ

Chips (for example, though a Lung-on-chip). In some embodiment, two or more interconnect

systems are used, for example, one for the microvascular pathway and one for the interstitial

pathway of the Organ Chips. The interconnect system can be implemented, for example, on

the Organ Chip level, on the Organ Cartridge level, as part of a Cartridge Dock, as part of an

Organ Farm, and/or as part of an Organ Interrogator. Valves can select the operating mode of

the various Organ Chips.

[00322] Analytical functions can be carried out in-line or off-line as the need be. In some

embodiments, one or more, up to all, non-optical analytical functions can be carried out off

line in the Organ Interrogator device.

[00323] The Organ Farm or Interrogator can comprise apparatus or monitors adapted for

monitoring of one more Organ responses. In some embodiments, the Organ Farm or

Interrogator can monitor one or more (e.g., one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine,

ten or more) different Organ responses with the aid of time-lapse optical microscopy.

Because in some cases imaging configurations can differ between Organ types, and to enable

time-lapse imaging cycles (5 minutes for most Organs; shorter for muscle contraction), each

Organ Chip can be provided with its own low-cost custom microscopy module, e.g., a

Microscopy Blade.



[00324] The fluidics control system in the Organ Farm or Interrogator can be configured

as independent subsystems for each Organ Chip, Organ Cartridge, or Cartridge Dock, or as

one master system for all of the Organ Chips, Organ Cartridges, or Cartridge Docks. In some

embodiments, the fluidics system utilizes peristaltic or vibrating diaphragm or other pumps

fitted with pressure transducers to deliver liquids to the Organ Chip, Organ Cartridge or

Cartridge Dock.

[00325] The Organ Farm or Interrogator can comprise two parallel fluidic bus systems,

corresponding to the Arterial and Venous systems that connect to either the Microvascular or

Interstitial Channels in each Organ Chip (Figs. 18). The two bus systems (for each Channel)

can deliver liquids, gases and aerosols to the Cartridges for perfusion and recirculation in

single or multiple Organ Chips.

[00326] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm or Interrogator comprises one or more

sensing modules or technologies (e.g., sensors) for assaying and control of one or more of

environmental conditions, appropriate delivery of fluids, and vacuum. Environmental

conditions to be assayed or controlled can include, but are not limited to, pH, 0 2 levels, C0 2

levels, glucose levels, lactate levels, humidity level, and ion concentrations. Additional

conditions can include temperature, flow rates, pressure, fluid shear stress, mechanical strain,

and electrical strain.

[00327] Without wishing to be bound by a theory, Organ Farm or Interrogator allows one

to apply physiologically relevant levels of chemical, electrical and mechanical strains to the

Organ mimics. For example, physiologically relevant levels of cyclic mechanical strain can

be provided to the Lung Chip and other relevant Organ Chips by vacuum channels adjacent

to, but not in fluidic communication with, the tissue construct support membranes (Fig. 3), as

previously described by the inventors (2). In another example, Heart, Skeletal and Airway

muscle tissues can be subjected to controlled electrical stimulation via platinum electrodes

microfabricated into the channels of the Organ Chip devices.

[00328] The Organ Farm or Interrogator can be designed to be compatible with the Organ

Chips, Organ Cartridge, and/or Cartridge Docks described herein.

[00329] Without limitations, the Interrogator can provide appropriate environmental

support and facilitate control and measurement functionality for one or more Organ Chips

enclosed therein. The Interrogator can be designed to provide the detailed technology for

studying multi-Organ interactions and in this context can provide one or more of the

following functionalities:



a . Microscopic optical interrogation of individual Organ modules through the use

of Microscope Blades or similar optical technology.

b. Support of long-term cell culture.

c . Experimental control of Organ Cartridges or Cartridge-docks.

d . Interfacing a Master Control Computer to the enclosed Organ Cartridges or

Cartridge-docks.

e . Off-line support of liquid chromatography, mass spectroscopy or other waste

sample analysis.

f . High-level control of nutrients, air flow, C02, humidity, fluid shear stress,

cyclic and mechanical strain, or electrical stimulation of the enclosed Organ

Chips.

System Integration

[00330] The various subsystems described herein, e.g., Organ Farm, Interrogator device,

Organ Cartridges and Organ Chips, can be integrated into one system to provide a

Microphysiological Platform.

[00331] In one embodiment of the Microphysiological Platform, all Organs can be

cultured in parallel as individual Organs (Figs 2 and 18), and all Organs connected to the

same module receive common medium, which can be specially formulated to promote tissue

formation, if necessary, i.e., before transfer to the Interrogator where a shared Blood

Substitute (see below) can be utilized.

[00332] In some embodiments, the Organ Farm or Interrogator provides multiple Organ

Chips for pharmacological studies.

Prediction and Validation

[00333] An Interrogator device described herein can be used to characterize the effects of

drugs and other test compounds on different Organs. By way of example, an Interrogator

device described herein can be used to characterize the effects of drugs that have available

human clinical data in Organ Chips representing ten or more human Organ systems, both

individually and in combination (Fig. 21). For validation studies, drugs can have a range of

mechanisms of actions, toxicities and clearance mechanisms relevant to the Organ Chips

selected. For example, drugs can be selected from those shown in Table 1, which have a

range of mechanisms of actions, toxicities and clearance mechanisms relevant to a selected

set of Organ Chips, e.g., Lung, Heart and Liver Chips, and their metabolism and clearance



should alter as additional Organ Chips are added over time (e.g., drugs that undergo renal

clearance would produce different results in a system without a kidney Chip). This drug set

can also allow one to explore the major routes of drug administration, including oral,

intravenous (i.v.) and transdermal, as well as aerosol in the future (being developed in

parallel with support from FDA/NIH), key PK mechanisms for clearance (renal, liver) and

drug-drug interactions' inhibition and/or induction of CYP450 enzymes, such as CYP3A4,

and drug transporters, such as Pgp), and critical barrier functions (e.g., BBB, Skin, Gut).

Additional compounds can serve as potential back-ups in cases where there are any technical

or functional issues identified with any of the drugs in the initial set.

[00334] By way of example only, the cells within an Organ Chip in the Interrogator can be

exposed to an active agent (e.g. a drug) by flowing a fluid containing the active agent through

a channel of the Organ Chip or an integrated system of different Organ Chips (e.g. in the

Interrogator), such that the fluid is in contact with the cells. In some embodiments, the cells

within the Organ Chip can be exposed to an aerosol by flowing a gaseous fluid containing the

aerosolized microdroplets of a drug through a channel of an Organ Chip or an integrated

system of different Organ Chips such that the gaseous fluid is in contact with the cells. Cell

response in one or more Organ Chips can then be measured after or monitored over a period

of time. Examples of cell response can include, but are not limited to, viability, proliferation,

respiration, metabolism, movement of the cells (e.g., migration, contractile motions),

differential expression of biomarkers, and/or production and/or release of certain molecules

by the cells. Any methods known in the art can be utilized for detecting or measuring a cell

response, e.g., immunostaining, microscopy, immunoassays, PCR, and/or ECG

measurements.

[00335] In some embodiments where the cells are collected from a subject, a treatment

regimen (e.g., a therapeutic agent and/or dosage that works best, among others, for the

subject) can be selected and/or optimized by culturing the subject-specific cells in the Organ

Chips Interrogator systems described herein, exposing the cells to different therapeutic agents

and/or dosages, and monitoring the cellular response to various combinations.

[00336] In some embodiments, the cells can be observed by microscopy for morphological

changes. In some embodiments, the contractile motion of the cells can be measured by ECG

measurements. In some embodiments, the cells can be stained for a target protein, e.g., a

biomarker, and then observed under a microscope. In some embodiments, the cells can be

collected from the Organ Chips for further analysis, such as RNA, DNA and/or protein

analysis. In some embodiments, the culture medium conditioned by the cells can be collected



for further analysis, such as RNA, DNA and/or protein analysis. One of skill in the art can

readily perform various assays for detecting or measuring different kinds of cell responses.

[00337] Initial drug validation of an Interrogator device can be done with four compounds,

e.g., terfenadine, fexofenadine, ketoconazole and isoproterenol, that elicit relevant responses

from each of the three Organ Chips (Lung, Heart, Liver) individually, and in combination.

This allows detection of effects of changes in PK/PD and toxicity that have been shown to be

due to drug metabolism and drug-drug interactions in the liver (e.g., CYP450 inhibition of

ketoconazole). Clinical doses for in vitro studies can be extrapolated from mathematical

models. The mathematical models can also be used for helping dose range finding studies.

Dose range finding studies can be carried out with individual Organs in the Farm initially,

and then the Interrogator, to establish appropriate doses using relevant physiological

measurements for Organ-Organ physiological coupling studies. For example, with

terfenadine, one can correlate the free plasma levels that cause prolongation of QT interval in

a subject with the prolongation of field potential duration using equivalent concentrations in

the heart Chip.



Table 1:

[00338] One can easily validate integrated Platform performance by testing the effects,

clearance, distribution and cardiotoxicity of the unsafe/effective antihistamine, terfenadine

(a.k.a. Seldane) and its safe/effective active metabolite, fexofenadine (a.k.a. Allegra) in the

microfluidically linked Lung, Heart and Liver Chips. In some embodiments, efficacy of

antihistamines can be measured using Lung Chips which comprise human mast cells and

measuring histamine release. Terfenadine is a prime example of a compound that was

initially thought to be safe and was a billion-dollar drug before rare, unexpected deaths were

observed in patients, leading to its removal from the market. Terfenadine is rapidly

metabolized by the liver CYP3A4 enzyme to fexofenadine. The metabolite which is now

FDA-approved is safe and effective; however, terfenadine itself is cardiotoxic at higher doses

in humans (due to hERG bLock, QT prolongation, and lethal arrhythmias) when levels

remain high due to drug-drug interactions when patients receive other medications that inhibit

CYP3A4 activity, such as the antifungal ketoconozole (safe/effective). Without wishing to

be bound by a theory, one of skill in the art can identify this type of cardiotoxicity in vitro

using an Organ Interrogator described herein. However, these drugs only produce

cardiotoxicity by altering electrical conduction responses, and thus, to demonstrate the



physiological mimicry of cardiac contractile function by the Heart Chip, one can also study

isoproterenol (effective/unsafe), which can stimulate contractility, increase beating rate, and

shorten the cardiac action potential. Thus, using the set of the four indicated drugs, one can

evaluate and validate an Interrogator device against two of the four categories: safe/effective

(fexofenadine, ketoconazole) and unsafe/effective (terfenadine, isoproterenol), as well as a

key drug that was initially thought to be safe based on preclinical data, but later found to be

unsafe in humans (terfenadine).

[00339] A different combination of Organ Chips in an Interrogator device can be used to

study effects of drugs. For example, the presence of a Kidney Chip in the Interrogator system

provides a unique model to study metabolism-transporter interplay which is a key

determinant of in vivo P and transporter-based drug-drug interactions that play a major role

i determining toxicity n humans. Importantly these interactions cannot be studied n

animal models due to marked species differences in regulation of CYP450 enzymes and

transporters (e.g., PXR). Isoproterenol is also primarily metabolized and excreted by the

kidney in humans, which can alter the responses and clearance behavior seen in an

Interrogator device without a Kidney Chip.

[00340] A Gut Chip can allow one to characterize barrier tissue and absorption. n some

embodiments, absorption through the Gut Chip ca be modeled with oral formulations of

terfenadine and fexofenadine.

[00341] An Interrogator device described herein can be used to characterize the

physiological responses (efficacy, toxicity and PK/PD) of the same drugs to different linked

Organ Chip combinations over time. For example, additional drugs can be used for studying

the remaining safe/ineffective and unsafe/ineffective categories outlined in Table 1, and

characterize the physiological responses (efficacy, toxicity and PK/PD) of the same drugs to

different linked Organ Chip combinations over time.

[00342] For example, the antibiotic Cefazolin (unsafe/ineffective) that has lost efficacy

due to developed resistance in many strains, and that produces pulmonary blood clots and

nephrotoxicity, can be evaluated in Lung and Kidney Chips. The anti-cancer drug, cisplatin

(unsafe/effective) can also be studied to determine if one can detect its dose-limiting side

effects of gut, kidney and heart toxicity; efficacy also can be measured by placing human

tumor cells in relevant Organs. The antiarrhythmic amiodarone (unsafe/effective) can also be

evaluated for its arrhythmia-suppressing effects in the Heart Chip, and for toxicity in the

Lung and Liver Chips. Nesiritide (safe/ineffective), which is a safe B-type natriuretic

peptide-based smooth and vascular muscle dilator that recently failed a large clinical trial for



efficacy in relieving dyspnea in heart failure patients; as it is primarily eliminated by the

kidney one can expect different results when a Kidney Chip is integrated into the

Interrogator system or not.

[00343] Cerivastatin (unsafe/effective) can be evaluated in the Liver and Skeletal Muscle

Chips to measure its effects on cytotoxicity as a correlate for its major toxicities in vivo

(rhabdylomysis) and liver toxicity. Because a kidney Chip can be integrated in the Platform,

one can also evaluate the effects of increased myoglobin in shared circulation, and evaluate

whether these levels can produce damage in the Kidney Chip as seen in vivo.

[00344] The same compounds can also be studied for additional toxicities on target effects

on any additional Organ Chips. For example, terfenadine and fexofenadine can be tested to

evaluate their effects on skin (co-cultured with mast cells in a model of ectopic dermatitis)

and on barrier function of our Blood-Brain Barrier Chip (because they are substrates for the

Pgp efflux drug transporter that actively pumps them out of brain). The absorption of

ketoconazole across a Skin Chip also can be measured, and one can determine whether its

absorption produces testicular toxicity, as measured by inhibition of steroidogenesis.

[00345] In another example, the side effects of bone marrow suppression by cisplatin can

be evaluated using the Bone Marrow Chip.

[00346] One can also integrate aerosol delivery into the Lung Chip and can evaluate PK

and efficacy of aerosol delivery of drugs, such as isoproterenol, in the Lung and Airway

Smooth Muscle Chips, as well as cardiac side effects in the Heart Chip. One can also

integrate a Lung Bronchial Epithelial Chip into the system.

[00347] Additionally, approaches similar to those described herein can used to explore

different routes of administration with different combinations of Organ Chips over time to

obtain the most information possible given the parameters one can vary, and the

measurements one can carry out using the Human Organ Chip Microphysiological Platform

described herein.

[00348] In another embodiment, efficacy of the antihistamines can be measured by

including human mast cells (isolated from fresh human lung specimens from cadavers or

from bronchopulmonary lavage, or the human HMC-1 mast cell line) in the Lung Chip and

measuring terfenadine/fexofenadine-induced mast cell degranulation using LC/MS and

antibody assays. Prolongation of field potentials in MTFs within the Heart Chip can be

measured using a modified multielectrode array contained within the electrophysiological

chamber (Fig. 5). To mimic drug-drug interactions that lead to changes in PK and subsequent

terfenadine toxicity, one can co-administer terfenadine with ketoconazole or pre-treat the



Liver Chip for hours to one day before integrating the multi-Organ systems. One can utilize

sampling and off-platform analysis to quantify levels of fexofenadine and terfenadine in the

platform described herein using LC-MS, ultraperformance liquid chromatography (UPLC)

IM-MS, or nanoelectro spray (nESI) IM-MS and the effective/safe drug fexofenadine can be

used a negative control. Cardiotoxicity can be assessed by measuring changes in electrical

conduction and heart contractile force generation in MTFs in the Heart Chip (4). In addition,

one can use microfluorimetry with calcium-sensitive dyes (Fluo-4) to monitor effects on

intracellular calcium, a key component of cardiac excitation-contraction coupling and a

determinant of contractile magnitude, and measure effects on release of troponin and lactate

dehydrogenase (LDH), as well as mitochondrial membrane integrity in cardiac cells using

biochemical and microscopic analysis off-line. Additional endpoints for toxicity and

inflammation in all Organs can include measuring release of reactive oxygen species (ROS)

and ICAM-1 expression in endothelium, as well as immune cell adhesion and diapedesis

using microfluorimetry, as we have in the past (2). Classic endpoints of liver toxicity can be

measured, including apoptosis, lipid accumulation, mitochondrial membrane integrity,

cellular ATP, glutathione, and LDH. CYP450 activity also can be measured using standard

probe substrates (e.g., testosterone) assays and LC/MS as described elsewhere (5, 6), as it is

critical for the drug-drug interactions.

[00349] Bronchodilator effects can be evaluated by measuring changes in diastolic tension

and changes in cAMP in airway smooth muscle MTFs in the Lung Airway Chip. Efficiencies

of drag delivery across different barriers (e.g., Gut, Skin, BBB, aerosol in the Lung) can be

determined by measuring leve n the circulating Blood Substitute using LC/MS off-line

relative to delivering the same amount of compound i.v. in this model system.

[00350] One can also measure basic Organ Chip functions on-Chip using the

MicroClinical Analyzer ^CA) to quantitate changes in glucose, pH, lactate, and 0 2 in real

time. Transient suspension of flow into the Chip can increase the magnitude of the changes

in these concentrations and hence improve the accuracy of their determination and also allow

determination of the rates at which these substances are being consumed or produced, i.e., the

fluxes of these substances. Importantly, this analytical device can be easily modified to

detect different critical substrates (e.g., LDH, ATP, glutathione) over time by immobilizing

relevant enzymes or ligands on its microelectrodes. Effects on drug clearance and PK PD

can be determined when drugs are administered i.v. with or without flow to the Liver Chip,

by measuring changes the levels of parent compound and metabolites within fluids collected

from the waste port using LC/MS. One can use the substrate depletion method (14) in which



the in vitro half-life (t1/2) of the parent compound is determined by regression analysis of the

percent parent disappearance vs. time curve. Intrinsic clearance can be calculated and scaled

to / vivo predictions based on published models (15), and then made available for

computational modeling studies such as those conducted by CFD Research Corporation

(CFDRC).

[00351] The Platform described herein can be used to develop PK/PD models and

computational methods to gain insights from data obtained from the Platform to predict

similar drug responses in humans. Modeling can also be used to help identify and solve

potential problems that may be encountered as one integrates multiple Organ Chips; it also

can help in optimizing system controls within the Platform.

[00352] An iterative process can be used to evaluate and refine endpoints as one

progressively builds the complexity of the integrated human-on-a-Chip Microphysiological

Platform. One can use a combination of on-Platform and off-Platform measurements and

assays to obtain the crucial data required for these modeling efforts. For example, one can

use existing computer modeling tools, such as CoBi from CFDRC, to extrapolate in vitro data

(e.g. half-lives, clearance, tissue distribution, and metabolic and elimination pathways)

obtained from the Platform to in vivo conditions. High fidelity models can be developed and

used to optimize Interrogator instrument design as well as for model validation, and reduced

(multi-compartmental) models can be used for development of PK, PD and Tox simulations.

[00353] CFDRC has already used its core CoBi tools for high fidelity and multi-

compartmental PK modeling for in vivo (human, rat, mouse) and in vitro conditions in several

projects with the Department of Defense and the pharmaceutical industry. The existing

models include physiological-based 3D and reduced order computational models of several

Organs including lung (16), liver (16) and heart (18), which can be adapted to model PK/PD

in the Platform system described herein.

[00354] These models can be used to simulate integrated physiological performance of

Organs as well as physiologically based PK (PBPK) and PD of the drugs shown in Table 2 .

The PK model can be used to calculate drug metabolism rates, rate of metabolite formation,

and coupled with the physiology model to represent membrane and tissue physiology (e.g.

heart rate, autoregulation, vasodilation, vascular permeability, tissue perfusion, etc.) and

relevant biological processes (metabolic pathways, release and modulation of immune

cytokines, oxidative stress, apoptosis, and physiological properties).

[00355] To develop a drug cardiotoxicity model, one can use data obtained from

cardiophysiological measurements in the Heart Chip (bioenergetics, contractility,



electrophysiology) in normal and stressed states in vitro, in the presence or absence of

different drugs with or without connection to Lung and Liver Chips. The cardiotoxicity

model can account for corresponding action mechanisms (e.g., inhibition of HERG K+

channels by terfenadine causing conduction defects), and link it to sudden cardiac death

observed in humans. HERG K+ channel turnover rates can be modified as a function of local

terfenadine concentrations to properly reflect its inhibitory activity on K+ channel function.

[00356] Models of physiology and PBPK for additional Organs can be developed and

integrated into a predictive virtual multi-Organ physiological system. For example, addition

of a Gut Chip can allow examination and modeling of the interplay between drug

metabolizing enzyme activity and drug transporters in the Gut and Liver (key determinant of

PK and toxicity in vivo), and addition of the Kidney Chip can permit validation of renal

clearance for the PK/PD model. Effects of barrier function (e.g. gut, skin, BBB) also can be

studied, and local drug concentrations produced by different delivery routes across these

barriers (versus i.v. route) can be obtained from the developed PK models. Additionally,

computer-based PBPK models, such as CoBi-based PBPK models, can be used to correlate

and extrapolate in vitro PK/PD data to in vivo conditions in humans.

[00357] Without wishing to be bound by a theory, mathematical models of individual

Organ Chips can account for device geometry, cell/tissue properties, fluid-solid

biomechanics, perfusion, epi/endothelial transport, diffusion, drug-binding, and cellular

biology. The PK models can require solution of additional convection/diffusion/reaction

transport equations of free/bound drugs, adsorption on surfaces (e.g., air/mucus), transport

across barriers, binding to ECM and cell membranes, and intracellular

distribution/processing. CFDRC has a database of physicochemical properties (solubility,

diffusion and partition coefficients, protein binding, etc.) for several drugs including those

disclosed herein.

[00358] In some embodiments, two time scales can be simulated: the hydro-mechanics

(sec/min) to model Organ performance and perfusion, and the biological (hrs/days) to analyze

cell/tissue responses during cultivation, stressing and exposure. Each Organ and the

connecting infrastructure (tubes, valves, pumps, sensors, actuators) can be represented with

reduced order models and used for system level simulations, model based controls, in vitro

PBPK simulations, and data extrapolation to a human PBPK model.

[00359] While no comparable Platform exists in the current state-of-the-art, systems and

components described herein provide a number of advantages. For example, Lung Chips

undergo breathing motions, which have been shown to be critical for observing human-



relevant pathophysiological responses and drug toxicities. Heart Chips can beat and can

measure changes in diastolic tension, which is very hard to do in isolated muscle. Liver

Chips can mimic oxygen tension-dependent zonation of the liver that is critical for human

hepatoxicity. Kidney Chips exhibit low baseline expression of KEVl-l, which is an FDA-

approved marker of renal toxicity that is commonly expressed constitutively at high levels,

and hence these Chips can be used for in vitro toxicity studies. Gut Chips can support growth

of living intestinal bacteria that are critical for absorption and metabolism of some drugs,

without compromising barrier function. Most commercial clinical analyzer instruments used

for measuring relevant cellular products, such as glucose, lactate, pH, and 0
2

have been

optimized for measuring electrolytes in mL volumes of blood plasma and have detectors with

large surface areas and hence large dead space. Simple glucose sensors abound, but are not

readily interfaced and do not have long-term stability or calibration. The Molecular Devices

Cytosensor Microphysiometer, manufactured for 15 years beginning in the early 1990's,

could measure only pH, albeit with milli-pH sensitivity, 15 sec time response and several

volumes enclosing ~105 cells. Measuring only pH is insufficient to detect many metabolic

changes in cells, since multiple mechanisms lead to acidification.

[00360] Inventors have added glucose, lactate and 0 2 sensors to the Cytosensor using

expensive commercial potentiostats, and then replaced these potentiostats with an

economical, custom unit. Cytosensors can be replaced with custom microfluidics and screen-

printed electrodes. This miniaturized and more sensitive instrument is the MicroClinical

Analyzer that can be incorporated into the Platform described herein.

[00361] The invention can be described by one or more of the numbered paragraphs:

1. An Organ Cartridge, wherein the Organ Cartridge comprises a base substrate which

includes

a . a holder and microfluidic connections for at least one Organ-Chip or one

port adapted for the Organ-Chip disposed thereon; and

b. at least one fluidic circuit having an inlet and an outlet, in connection with

the at least one Organ Chip or the corresponding port.

2 . The Organ Cartridge of paragraph 1, wherein the Organ Cartridge fluidically connects

to, the Organ-Chip, a second Organ Cartridge, an Organ-Farm, or an Organ-

Interrogator.

3 . The Organ Cartridge of paragraph 2, wherein the Organ Cartridge connects directly to

the second Organ Cartridge, the Organ-Farm, or the Organ-Interrogator.



The Organ Cartridge of paragraph 2, wherein the Organ Cartridge connects to the

second Organ Cartridge, the Organ-Farm, or the Organ-Interrogator via a Cartridge-

dock.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-4, wherein the Organ Cartridge further

comprises at least one sensor adapted for monitoring or recording a parameter relating

to temperature, metabolic activity, health or culture conditions of cells on the at least

one Organ-Chip.

The Organ Cartridge of paragraph 5, wherein the at least one sensor comprises at least

one electrochemical sensor.

The Organ Cartridge of paragraph 5 or 6, wherein the Organ Cartridge comprises at

least one valve adapted to selectively connect the at least one sensor with at least one

fluidic circuit.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 5-7, wherein the Organ Cartridge

comprises one of more reservoirs containing sensor washing or calibration fluids.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-8, wherein the at least one Organ-Chip

disposed on the Organ Cartridge can be optically interrogated by external

instrumentation, stand-alone microscopes, in-line imaging, or other imaging devices.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-9, wherein the Organ Cartridge

comprises a microscope integrated into the Organ Cartridge.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-10, wherein the Organ Cartridge

comprises a means of thermal regulation of the at least one Organ-Chip disposed

thereon.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-11, wherein the Organ-Cartridge

comprises at least one microprocessor.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-12, wherein the Organ Cartridge

comprises at least one microprocessor adapted for controlling flow of a fluid through

the at least one Organ-Chip.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-13, wherein the Organ Cartridge

comprises at least one microprocessor adapted for controlling the amount of a drug,

chemical, or biological challenge agent delivered to the at least one Organ Chip.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 12-14, wherein the microprocessor is

adapted for wireless communication with an external controller.



The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-15, wherein the Organ Cartridge is

adapted for interfacing with an external diagnostic, measurement, or control

instrument.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-16, wherein the Organ Cartridge

comprises at least one bubble trap.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-17, wherein the Organ Cartridge is a self-

contained system comprising one or more on-board reservoirs containing nutrients;

and at least one on-board waste reservoir adapted to contain effluent from the at least

one Organ-Chip.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-18, wherein the Organ Cartridge

comprises one or more fluidic conduits adapted to support the operation of one or

more pumps.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-19, wherein the Organ Cartridge

comprises one or more pumps connected to one or more of the at least one fluidic

circuits.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-20, wherein the Organ Cartridge

comprises one or more fluidic conduits adapted to support the operation of a valve.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-21, wherein the Organ Cartridge

comprises one or more valves in connection with one or more of the at least one

fluidic circuits.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-22, wherein the Organ Cartridge is

adapted for selecting the fluid in one of more of the at least one fluidic circuits.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-23, wherein the Organ Cartridge is

adapted for recirculating fluid in one or more of the at least one fluidic circuits.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-24, wherein the Organ Cartridge

comprises a plurality of Organ Chips disposed thereon.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-25, wherein the Organ Chip is integrated

into the Organ Cartridge.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-26, wherein at least one fluidic circuit

comprises a manifold or microfluidic channel.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-27, wherein at least one fluidic circuit

connects to the Organ-Chip using at least one face-sealing raised surface or an O-ring.



The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-28, wherein the Organ Cartridge

comprises at least one septum for providing fluidic connections.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-29, wherein the Organ Cartridge

comprises: a holder and microfluidic connections for at least one Organ-Chip or one

port adapted for an Organ-Chip disposed thereon; at least one fluidic circuit having an

inlet and an outlet, in connection with the at least one Organ Chip or the

corresponding port, wherein the inlet and the outlet independently comprise a Luer

Lock and wherein the at least one fluidic circuit connects to the Organ-Chip using at

least one face-sealing raised surface or an O-ring; and at least one bubble trap in

connection with the at least one fluidic circuit and the Organ Chip disposed on the

Organ Cartridge.

The Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-30, wherein the Organ Cartridge

comprises: a holder and microfluidic connections for at least one Organ-Chip or one

port adapted for an Organ-Chip disposed thereon; at least one fluidic circuit having an

inlet and an outlet, in connection with the at least one Organ Chip or the

corresponding port; at least one pump in connection with the at least one fluidic

circuit; at least one valve in connection with the at least one fluidic circuit; at least

Micro-Clinical Analyzer in connection with the at least one fluidic circuit; and at least

one Perfusion Controller in connection with the at least one fluidic circuit.

A Cartridge-dock, wherein the Cartridge-dock comprises a base substrate which

includes:

a . a holder and connections for at least one Organ Cartridge of any of

paragraphs 1-31; and

b. at least one fluidic circuit having an inlet and an outlet, in connection with

one or more of the at least one Organ Cartridge.

The Cartridge-dock of paragraph 32, wherein the Cartridge-dock fluidically connects

two or more Organ Cartridges.

The Cartridge-dock of any of paragraphs 32-33, wherein the Cartridge-dock

comprises a sensor or monitor adapted for monitoring of fluid flow or pressure in the

at least one fluidic circuit.

The Cartridge-dock of any of paragraphs 32-34, wherein the Cartridge-dock

comprises a sensor or monitor adapted for monitoring the chemical or physical

properties or composition of fluid in the at least one fluidic circuit.



The Cartridge-dock of any of paragraphs 32-35, wherein the Cartridge-dock

comprises an apparatus or module for delivering a biological challenge to at least one

of the Organ-Chips.

The Cartridge-dock of paragraph 36, wherein the biological challenge is an active

agent (e.g., a drug), stimulator, inhibitor, modulator, trophic factor, toxin or a

chemical.

The Cartridge-dock of any of paragraphs 32-37, wherein the Cartridge-dock

comprises an apparatus or module for removing waste from at least one of the Organ-

Chips.

The Cartridge-dock of any of paragraphs 32-38, wherein the Cartridge-dock

comprises an apparatus or module for recirculating a fluid within the Cartridge-dock,

within one or more Organ Cartridges disposed on the Cartridge-dock, or within one or

more Organ-Chips disposed on the Cartridge-dock.

The Cartridge-dock of any of paragraphs 32-39, wherein two of more of the Organ-

Chips are fluidically connected in parallel, series, or any combinations thereof.

The Cartridge-dock of paragraphs 39 or 40, wherein the Cartridge-dock comprises a

module or apparatus for reconfiguring the fluid recirculation or fluidic connection.

The Cartridge-dock of any of paragraphs 39-41, wherein the Cartridge-dock

comprises at least one afferent fluidic bus and at least one efferent fluidic bus.

The Cartridge-dock of any of paragraphs 32-42, wherein the Cartridge-dock

comprises an apparatus or module for sampling or extracting a fluid from at least one

of the Organ-Chip.

The Cartridge-dock of any of paragraphs 32-43, wherein the Cartridge-dock

comprises a sensor or monitor adapted for time-course monitoring of effluent

characteristics of at least one Organ-Chip.

The Cartridge-dock of any of paragraphs 32-44, wherein the Cartridge-dock

comprises a microscope adapted to image at least one Organ-Chip.

The Cartridge-dock of any of paragraphs 32-45, wherein the Cartridge-dock

comprises an on-board monitoring system.

The Cartridge-dock of paragraph 46, wherein the on-board monitoring system

comprises an alarm to notify a user.

The Cartridge-dock of any of paragraphs 16-26, wherein the Cartridge-dock

comprises a sensor adapted for feedback mechanism to maintain inter-Organ

homeostatic systemic behavior.



An instrument for long-term culturing of a plurality of Organ-Chips; the instrument or

device comprising: (a) a plurality of interfaces for attaching and detaching one or

more Organ Chips to the instrument; (b) a means of perfusing the one or more Organ-

Chips attached to the instrument with appropriate biological media using prescribed

conditions; and (c) a means of controlling the temperature of (and optionally gas

mixture provided to) said Organ-Chips.

The instrument of paragraph 49, wherein the instrument further comprises a sensor or

monitor adapted for monitoring state and/or progress of cells on said one or more

Organ-Chips.

The instrument of paragraph 49 or 50, wherein the instrument comprises one or more

microscopes or other imaging modality adapted to image at least one Organ-Chip.

The instrument of paragraph 51, wherein at least one of the one or more microscopes

or other imaging modality is a microscope blade

The instrument of paragraph 51, wherein at least one of the one or more microscopes

or other imaging modality is an in-line microscope

The instrument of any of paragraphs 51-53, wherein the one or more microscopes or

other imaging modalitycan be added or removed independently.

The instrument of paragraph 49-54, wherein the instrument further comprises an

apparatus or module for actuating a mechanical or electrical function in at least one

Organ-Chip.

The instrument of any of paragraphs 49-55, wherein the instrument comprises at least

one first reservoir for holding media and at least one second reservoir for holding

waste.

The instrument of any of paragraphs 49-56, wherein the instrument further comprises

a sensor or monitor adapted for monitoring of fluid flow or pressure in the one or

more Organ-Chips.

The instrument of any of paragraphs 49-57, wherein the instrument comprises a

sensor or monitor adapted for monitoring the chemical or physical properties or

composition of fluid in the at least one fluidic circuit.

The instrument of any of paragraphs 49-58, wherein the instrument comprises an

apparatus or module for delivering a biological challenge to at least one of the Organ-

Chips.

The instrument of paragraph 59, wherein the biological challenge is an active agent

(e.g., a drug), stimulator, inhibitor, modulator, trophic factor, toxin or a chemical.



61. The instrument of any of paragraphs 49-60, wherein the instrument comprises an

apparatus or module for removing waste from at least one of the Organ-Chips.

62. The instrument of any of paragraphs 49-61, wherein the instrument comprises an

apparatus or module for recirculating a fluid within a Cartridge-dock, within one or

more Organ Cartridges disposed on a Cartridge-dock, or within one or more Organ-

Chips disposed in the instrument.

63. The instrument of any of paragraphs 49-62, wherein two of more of the Organ-Chips

are fluidically connected in parallel, series, or any combinations thereof.

64. The instrument of paragraphs 62 or 63, wherein the Cartridge-dock comprises an

apparatus or module for reconfiguring the fluid recirculation or fluidic connection.

65. The instrument of any of paragraphs 62-64, wherein the Cartridge-dock comprises at

least one afferent fluidic bus and at least one efferent fluidic bus.

66. The instrument of any of paragraphs 49-65, wherein the instrument comprises an

apparatus or module for sampling or extracting a fluid from at least one Organ-Chip.

67. The instrument of any of paragraphs 49-66, wherein the instrument comprises a

sensor or monitor adapted for time-course monitoring of effluent characteristics of at

least one Organ-Chip.

68. An in vitro microphysiological system comprising two or more Organ-Chips, wherein

the Organ-Chips are fluidically connected in parallel, series, or any combinations

thereof.

69. The microphysiological system of paragraph 68, wherein the microphysiological

system comprises at least ten Organ-Chips.

70. The microphysiological system of paragraph 68 or 69, wherein each Organ Chip

mimics a different Organ or functional unit of an Organ.

71. The microphysiological system of any of paragraphs 68-70, wherein the

microphysiological system comprises two or more Organ Chips, wherein at least one

Organ Chip mimics a first aspect of an organ and at least one Organ Chip mimics a

second aspect of the same organ.

72. The microphysiological system of any of paragraphs 68-71, wherein the

microphysiological system comprises two or more Organ Chips, wherein at least one

Organ Chip mimics a small airway of the lung and at least one Organ Chip mimics an

alveolar-capillary interface of a lung.

73. The microphysiological system of any of paragraphs 68-72, wherein the Organ-Chips

are disposed on an Organ Cartridge of any of paragraphs 1-31.



74. The microphysiological system of any of paragraphs 68-73, wherein the Organ-Chips

are disposed on a Cartridge-dock of any of paragraphs 32-48.

75. The microphysiological system of any of paragraphs 68-74, wherein the Organ-Chips

are in the instrument of any of paragraphs 49-67.

Definitions

[00362] Unless stated otherwise, or implicit from context, the following terms and phrases

include the meanings provided below. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, or apparent from

context, the terms and phrases below do not exclude the meaning that the term or phrase has

acquired in the art to which it pertains. The definitions are provided to aid in describing

particular embodiments of the aspects described herein, and are not intended to limit the

claimed invention, because the scope of the invention is limited only by the claims. Further,

unless otherwise required by context, singular terms shall include pluralities and plural terms

shall include the singular.

[00363] As used herein the term "comprising" or "comprises" is used in reference to

compositions, methods, and respective component(s) thereof, that are essential to the

invention, yet open to the inclusion of unspecified elements, whether essential or not.

[00364] As used herein the term "consisting essentially of refers to those elements

required for a given embodiment. The term permits the presence of additional elements that

do not materially affect the basic and novel or functional characteristic(s) of that embodiment

of the invention.

[00365] The term "consisting of refers to compositions, methods, and respective

components thereof as described herein, which are exclusive of any element not recited in

that description of the embodiment.

[00366] Other than in the operating examples, or where otherwise indicated, all numbers

expressing quantities of ingredients or reaction conditions used herein should be understood

as modified in all instances by the term "about." The term "about" when used in connection

with percentages may mean +1%.

[00367] The singular terms "a," "an," and "the" include plural referents unless context

clearly indicates otherwise. Similarly, the word "or" is intended to include "and" unless the

context clearly indicates otherwise. Thus for example, references to "the method" includes

one or more methods, and/or steps of the type described herein and/or which will become

apparent to those persons skilled in the art upon reading this disclosure and so forth.



[00368] Although methods and materials similar or equivalent to those described herein

can be used in the practice or testing of this disclosure, suitable methods and materials are

described below. The term "comprises" means "includes." The abbreviation, "e.g." is

derived from the Latin exempli gratia, and is used herein to indicate a non-limiting example.

Thus, the abbreviation "e.g." is synonymous with the term "for example."
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. An Organ Cartridge, wherein the Organ Cartridge comprises a base substrate which

includes

a . a holder and microfluidic connections for at least one Organ-Chip or one port

adapted for the Organ-Chip disposed thereon; and

b. at least one fluidic circuit having an inlet and an outlet, in connection with the

at least one Organ Chip or the corresponding port.

2 . The Organ Cartridge of claim 1, wherein the Organ Cartridge fluidically connects to,

the Organ-Chip, a second Organ Cartridge, an Organ-Farm, or an Organ-Interrogator.

3 . The Organ Cartridge of claim 2, wherein the Organ Cartridge connects directly to the

second Organ Cartridge, the Organ-Farm, or the Organ-Interrogator.

4 . The Organ Cartridge of claim 2, wherein the Organ Cartridge connects to the second

Organ Cartridge, the Organ-Farm, or the Organ-Interrogator via a Cartridge-dock.

5 . The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-4, wherein the Organ Cartridge further

comprises at least one sensor adapted for monitoring or recording a parameter relating

to temperature, metabolic activity, health or culture conditions of cells on the at least

one Organ-Chip.

6 . The Organ Cartridge of claim 5, wherein the at least one sensor comprises at least one

electrochemical sensor.

7 . The Organ Cartridge of claim 5 or 6, wherein the Organ Cartridge comprises at least

one valve adapted to selectively connect the at least one sensor with at least one

fluidic circuit.

8. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 5-7, wherein the Organ Cartridge comprises one

of more reservoirs containing sensor washing or calibration fluids.

9 . The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-8, wherein the at least one Organ-Chip

disposed on the Organ Cartridge can be optically interrogated by external

instrumentation, stand-alone microscopes, in-line imaging, or other imaging devices.

10. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-9, wherein the Organ Cartridge comprises a

microscope integrated into the Organ Cartridge.

11. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-10, wherein the Organ Cartridge comprises a

means of thermal regulation of the at least one Organ-Chip disposed thereon.

12. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-11, wherein the Organ-Cartridge comprises at

least one microprocessor.



13. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-12, wherein the Organ Cartridge comprises at

least one microprocessor adapted for controlling flow of a fluid through the at least

one Organ-Chip.

14. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-13, wherein the Organ Cartridge comprises at

least one microprocessor adapted for controlling the amount of a drug, chemical, or

biological challenge agent delivered to the at least one Organ Chip.

15. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 12-14, wherein the microprocessor is adapted

for wireless communication with an external controller.

16. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-15, wherein the Organ Cartridge is adapted

for interfacing with an external diagnostic, measurement, or control instrument.

17. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-16, wherein the Organ Cartridge comprises at

least one bubble trap.

18. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-17, wherein the Organ Cartridge is a self-

contained system comprising one or more on-board reservoirs containing nutrients;

and at least one on-board waste reservoir adapted to contain effluent from the at least

one Organ-Chip.

19. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-18, wherein the Organ Cartridge comprises

one or more fluidic conduits adapted to support the operation of one or more pumps.

20. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-19, wherein the Organ Cartridge comprises

one or more pumps connected to one or more of the at least one fluidic circuits.

21. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-20, wherein the Organ Cartridge comprises

one or more fluidic conduits adapted to support the operation of a valve.

22. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-21, wherein the Organ Cartridge comprises

one or more valves in connection with one or more of the at least one fluidic circuits.

23. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-22, wherein the Organ Cartridge is adapted

for selecting the fluid in one of more of the at least one fluidic circuits.

24. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-23, wherein the Organ Cartridge is adapted

for recirculating fluid in one or more of the at least one fluidic circuits.

25. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-24, wherein the Organ Cartridge comprises a

plurality of Organ Chips disposed thereon.

26. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-25, wherein the Organ Chip is integrated into

the Organ Cartridge.



27. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-26, wherein at least one fluidic circuit

comprises a manifold or microfluidic channel.

28. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-27, wherein at least one fluidic circuit

connects to the Organ-Chip using at least one face-sealing raised surface or an O-ring.

29. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-28, wherein the Organ Cartridge comprises at

least one septum for providing fluidic connections.

30. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-29, wherein the Organ Cartridge comprises:

a holder and microfluidic connections for at least one Organ-Chip or one port adapted

for an Organ-Chip disposed thereon; at least one fluidic circuit having an inlet and an

outlet, in connection with the at least one Organ Chip or the corresponding port,

wherein the inlet and the outlet independently comprise a Luer Lock and wherein the

at least one fluidic circuit connects to the Organ-Chip using at least one face-sealing

raised surface or an O-ring; and at least one bubble trap in connection with the at least

one fluidic circuit and the Organ Chip disposed on the Organ Cartridge.

31. The Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-30, wherein the Organ Cartridge comprises:

a holder and microfluidic connections for at least one Organ-Chip or one port adapted

for an Organ-Chip disposed thereon; at least one fluidic circuit having an inlet and an

outlet, in connection with the at least one Organ Chip or the corresponding port; at

least one pump in connection with the at least one fluidic circuit; at least one valve in

connection with the at least one fluidic circuit; at least Micro-Clinical Analyzer in

connection with the at least one fluidic circuit; and at least one Perfusion Controller in

connection with the at least one fluidic circuit.

32. A Cartridge-dock, wherein the Cartridge-dock comprises a base substrate which

includes:

a . a holder and connections for at least one Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-

31; and

b. at least one fluidic circuit having an inlet and an outlet, in connection with one

or more of the at least one Organ Cartridge.

33. The Cartridge-dock of claim 32, wherein the Cartridge-dock fluidically connects two

or more Organ Cartridges.

34. The Cartridge-dock of any of claims 32-33, wherein the Cartridge-dock comprises a

sensor or monitor adapted for monitoring of fluid flow or pressure in the at least one

fluidic circuit.



35. The Cartridge-dock of any of claims 32-34, wherein the Cartridge-dock comprises a

sensor or monitor adapted for monitoring the chemical or physical properties or

composition of fluid in the at least one fluidic circuit.

36. The Cartridge-dock of any of claims 32-35, wherein the Cartridge-dock comprises an

apparatus or module for delivering a biological challenge to at least one of the Organ-

Chips.

37. The Cartridge-dock of claim 36, wherein the biological challenge is an active agent

(e.g., a drug), stimulator, inhibitor, modulator, trophic factor, toxin or a chemical.

38. The Cartridge-dock of any of claims 32-37, wherein the Cartridge-dock comprises an

apparatus or module for removing waste from at least one of the Organ-Chips.

39. The Cartridge-dock of any of claims 32-38, wherein the Cartridge-dock comprises an

apparatus or module for recirculating a fluid within the Cartridge-dock, within one or

more Organ Cartridges disposed on the Cartridge-dock, or within one or more Organ-

Chips disposed on the Cartridge-dock.

40. The Cartridge-dock of any of claims 32-39, wherein two of more of the Organ-Chips

are fluidically connected in parallel, series, or any combinations thereof.

41. The Cartridge-dock of claims 39 or 40, wherein the Cartridge-dock comprises a

module or apparatus for reconfiguring the fluid recirculation or fluidic connection.

42. The Cartridge-dock of any of claims 39-41, wherein the Cartridge-dock comprises at

least one afferent fluidic bus and at least one efferent fluidic bus.

43. The Cartridge-dock of any of claims 32-42, wherein the Cartridge-dock comprises an

apparatus or module for sampling or extracting a fluid from at least one of the Organ-

Chip.

44. The Cartridge-dock of any of claims 32-43, wherein the Cartridge-dock comprises a

sensor or monitor adapted for time-course monitoring of effluent characteristics of at

least one Organ-Chip.

45. The Cartridge-dock of any of claims 32-44, wherein the Cartridge-dock comprises a

microscope adapted to image at least one Organ-Chip.

46. The Cartridge-dock of any of claims 32-45, wherein the Cartridge-dock comprises an

on-board monitoring system.

47. The Cartridge-dock of claim 46, wherein the on-board monitoring system comprises

an alarm to notify a user.



48. The Cartridge-dock of any of claims 16-26, wherein the Cartridge-dock comprises a

sensor adapted for feedback mechanism to maintain inter-Organ homeostatic systemic

behavior.

49. An instrument for long-term culturing of a plurality of Organ-Chips; the instrument or

device comprising: (a) a plurality of interfaces for attaching and detaching one or

more Organ Chips to the instrument; (b) a means of perfusing the one or more Organ-

Chips attached to the instrument with appropriate biological media using prescribed

conditions; and (c) a means of controlling the temperature of (and optionally gas

mixture provided to) said Organ-Chips.

50. The instrument of claim 49, wherein the instrument further comprises a sensor or

monitor adapted for monitoring state and/or progress of cells on said one or more

Organ-Chips.

51. The instrument of claim 49 or 50, wherein the instrument comprises one or more

microscopes or other imaging modality adapted to image at least one Organ-Chip.

52. The instrument of claim 51, wherein at least one of the one or more microscopes or

other imaging modality is a microscope blade

53. The instrument of claim 51, wherein at least one of the one or more microscopes or

other imaging modality is an in-line microscope

54. The instrument of any of claims 51-53, wherein the one or more microscopes or other

imaging modalitycan be added or removed independently.

55. The instrument of claim 49-54, wherein the instrument further comprises an apparatus

or module for actuating a mechanical or electrical function in at least one Organ-Chip.

56. The instrument of any of claims 49-55, wherein the instrument comprises at least one

first reservoir for holding media and at least one second reservoir for holding waste.

57. The instrument of any of claims 49-56, wherein the instrument further comprises a

sensor or monitor adapted for monitoring of fluid flow or pressure in the one or more

Organ-Chips.

58. The instrument of any of claims 49-57, wherein the instrument comprises a sensor or

monitor adapted for monitoring the chemical or physical properties or composition of

fluid in the at least one fluidic circuit.

59. The instrument of any of claims 49-58, wherein the instrument comprises an

apparatus or module for delivering a biological challenge to at least one of the Organ-

Chips.



60. The instrument of claim 59, wherein the biological challenge is an active agent (e.g., a

drug), stimulator, inhibitor, modulator, trophic factor, toxin or a chemical.

61. The instrument of any of claims 49-60, wherein the instrument comprises an

apparatus or module for removing waste from at least one of the Organ-Chips.

62. The instrument of any of claims 49-61, wherein the instrument comprises an

apparatus or module for recirculating a fluid within a Cartridge-dock, within one or

more Organ Cartridges disposed on a Cartridge-dock, or within one or more Organ-

Chips disposed in the instrument.

63. The instrument of any of claims 49-62, wherein two of more of the Organ-Chips are

fluidically connected in parallel, series, or any combinations thereof.

64. The instrument of claims 62 or 63, wherein the Cartridge-dock comprises an

apparatus or module for reconfiguring the fluid recirculation or fluidic connection.

65. The instrument of any of claims 62-64, wherein the Cartridge-dock comprises at least

one afferent fluidic bus and at least one efferent fluidic bus.

66. The instrument of any of claims 49-65, wherein the instrument comprises an

apparatus or module for sampling or extracting a fluid from at least one Organ-Chip.

67. The instrument of any of claims 49-66, wherein the instrument comprises a sensor or

monitor adapted for time-course monitoring of effluent characteristics of at least one

Organ-Chip.

68. An in vitro microphysiological system comprising two or more Organ-Chips, wherein

the Organ-Chips are fluidically connected in parallel, series, or any combinations

thereof.

69. The microphysiological system of claim 68, wherein the microphysiological system

comprises at least ten Organ-Chips.

70. The microphysiological system of claim 68 or 69, wherein each Organ Chip mimics a

different Organ or functional unit of an Organ.

71. The microphysiological system of any of claims 68-70, wherein the

microphysiological system comprises two or more Organ Chips, wherein at least one

Organ Chip mimics a first aspect of an organ and at least one Organ Chip mimics a

second aspect of the same organ.

72. The microphysiological system of any of claims 68-71, wherein the

microphysiological system comprises two or more Organ Chips, wherein at least one

Organ Chip mimics a small airway of the lung and at least one Organ Chip mimics an

alveolar-capillary interface of a lung.



73. The microphysiological system of any of claims 68-72, wherein the Organ-Chips are

disposed on an Organ Cartridge of any of claims 1-31.

74. The microphysiological system of any of claims 68-73, wherein the Organ-Chips are

disposed on a Cartridge-dock of any of claims 32-48.

75. The microphysiological system of any of claims 68-74, wherein the Organ-Chips are

in the instrument of any of claims 49-67.
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